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SuperCheats.com's Unoffical Guide to
Batman: Arkham Asylum
by Chris Boots-Faubert

This is an unofficial game guide for Batman: Arkham Asylum, it is not official, or endorsed by or connected to the game developer or publisher. All characters, locations,
images and video game content are copyright to their respective owners. Any trademarks displayed in the guides are exclusive property of their respective owners. Images and
videos used in this game guide have only been inserted to illustrate our words more effectively.
This guide may be not be reproduced under any circumstances except for personal, private use. It may not be placed on any web site or otherwise distributed publicly without
advance written permission. Use of this guide on any other web site or as a part of any public display is strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright.
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SuperCheats.com Unofficial Guide to Batman: Arkham Asylum

Batman: Arkham Asylum is probably the best game implementation of a comic book character in the history of
gaming – I think that is a safe statement. You play as the Dark Knight himself, and it is not the wimpy Batman played
by Adam West – no, you are playing a seriously buffed Batman that is a mixture of Christian Bale and the comic book
sort of Batman; macho, and with a definite attitude.
EIDOS says that the Batman in the game was actually designed to be a sort of amalgamation of all of the
movie/cartoon/comic book Batman characters but I think they are just trying not to hurt the feelings of George
Clooney, and Val Kilmer. I did not mention Michael Keaton because they did incorporate his attitude in to the
game, so call it a Keatonesque-Bale mix.
If you have read the reviews, you will likely have read that the combat system in the game is stunted – that is not
true. The reviewers that wrote that did not grasp how the games combat actually works, it is really that simple. If
you try to strike your blows based on visuals, you are going to have problems because that is not how it is designed.
What you should be doing is listening for the blows, and striking as soon as you hear them – this institutes a combo
system that becomes very valuable later on.
Everything is valuable when it comes to the upgrades, but purely from a fighting standpoint, you should learn the
combo system early. That means buying the combo system as your first upgrade so that you are learning it and
working it as soon as possible. Of course that presumes that you are interested in mastering the fighting style of the
game – if you are a button masher, ignore what I just said and buy whatever upgrades you like, since it really will not
matter to you.
One more comment on this – it is nice when a developer puts out a game that allows you to play it to the hilt, using
the skills that are part of the game if you choose to, or play it casually without bothering to learn anything at all –
there is a path for finesse and a path for brute force, the choice is yours.
An important point for you to understand about Arkham Asylum is that this is the game where you get to BE Batman.
All of the previous games let you sort of be Batman, only as much as the programmers let you be him. In BAA, you
get all the gadgets, all the skills, all the moves – in short it is the most complete Batman experience you are every
going to get, so if you want my advice, take the time to enjoy this one, because it is the rare game where they just
got it right.
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PC Version Note
If you are using the Xbox version of the game you should have no problems with patching but if you have the PC
version, you may find that you do have trouble patching through the Live Service. If you have problems – the patch
does not apply and after twenty minutes you get a time-out error, you will need to download the patch from the
web.
There are links on the official site that will take you to where you can download the patch, and once you actually
download and apply the patch, everything will work much better.
[advert center]
If you are using the PC version of the game and your gamepad is not an Xbox 360 Controller for windows, your left
joystick may be reversed – when you press forward Batman goes backwards and vice-versa. To correct this, do the
following:
Right click the file BMGame\Config\Defaultinput.ini and uncheck the Read-Only box.
Now edit the file and find the line that begins .Bindings=(Name=XboxTypeS_Lefty”
On that line there are two Speed settings that read “Speed=1.0” (ignore the quotes). Change both of these lines to
“Speed=-1.0” (again ignore the quotes). By setting the speed to -1.0 you are reversing the axis, thus causing the left
joystick to work the way it is supposed to work.
As you play the game in story mode you will encounter barriers like walls, glass, security forcefields and the like that
you cannot get past. You will have reasons to want to get past these – collectible trophies, objects or goals – and you
will probably be wondering how you get past them. The answer is that you do not – for now. These obstacles
require special gear that you will not get until later in the game, which means you will either backtrack to get them,
or complete the game and then continue on in free-roam mode.
This walkthrough does not concentrate on getting all the collectibles or solving all of the riddles in the story mode – it
assumes you will want to go back in free-roam and get them – rather it only includes the ones you can get as you
play story mode the first time. Each item is noted in each section of the walkthrough.
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Controls
-= XBox 360 =A = Run (held down)
X = Strike
Y = Countering
B = Cape Stun
RT = Crouch
LT = Aim
RB = Grapple
LB = Detective Mode
LS = Movement
RS = Camera
D-Pad = Select Tool
Back = Files/Gadget/Riddles Screen
-= PS3 =X = Run
Square = Strike
Triangle = Countering
Circle = Cape Stun
R2 = Crouch
L2 = Aim
R1 = Grapple
L1 = Detective Mode
LS = Move
RS = Camera
D-Pad = Select Tool
Back = Files/Gadget/Riddles Screen
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Intensive Treatment
The game starts with a very cinematic opening scene, the Batmobile tearing through the streets of Gotham as you
race towards Arkham Asylum to deliver your prisoner – The Joker! After you arrive the guards strap The Joker into
this odd transport device, a sort of standing rack, and then you have to follow them as they push him along a
corridor.
Before you start to wonder, yes, this part of the opening mission is very annoying – I agree. Forcing you to walk at a
funeral march in order to see what amounts to a forced view of the credits is the gaming equivalent of being forced
to review some executives “I Love Me Wall” when you visit their office – it is not just hubris, it is ego.
The people that made this game just could not stand the idea that you would walk away at the end of the game
without reading their name and the wonderful job they did for you in making the game, so they forced you to view it
in agonizing slow-motion. This would have been excusable if they had made it purely a cut scene (CS) but that is
not how they implemented it. You have to walk slowly, with your hands on the control, and walk – and walk – and
pause – and walk – while the names of people you will never remember flash on the side of the screen. By the end of
this forced viewing it is understandable that you might be annoyed – I know I was.
There is no escape from this, so do not be tempted to quit thinking you will be able to restart and not have to sit
through this – it does not work that way. You are going to have to bite the bullet and sit there pushing the joystick
forward in order to get through this, so do not quit in disgust until AFTER the auto-save indicator flashes – that will be
before the fighting starts, so if you get as far as the Joker's escape and start fighting the other inmates, you have
passed the auto-save point.
Midway through the walk you will see a very large monster of a man – Killer Kroc – as he squeezes out of the elevator
you need to use. He is wearing some heavy-duty chains and according to the dialogue has some sort of shock-collar
around his neck that they can use to control him. He lets you know in no uncertain terms that he wants you dead,
wants to do the killing, and does not think much of either the restraints or the collar. Foreshadowing?
Did you notice that even the elevator has a nice sized flatscreen in it? I wish my house was decked out with
flatscreen displays on every wall... Makes you wonder why they did not just scroll the credits on those, doesn't it?
When the elevator opens you get a brief CS where you meet Commissioner James (Jim) Gordon, and turn The Joker
over to the Asylum Staff. Unfortunately this is where you and The Joker part company, as the Asylum rep does not
want you proceeding any further. As you are about to leave, The Joker escapes, and you smash out a window and
drop down to the lower level of the tiers here – and the auto-save kicks in.
Now you participate in a two-round fight that should introduce you to the basic combat of the game. You are
fighting one groups of three opponents and then a second group of four opponents on the lower level, and in
between the Joker will offer you a critique – excellent! These are supposed to be the prisoners that were temporarily
transferred to the Asylum from Blackgate Prison, so have no mercy on them, they are hardened scum!
Fighting is fairly simple at this point – you could just do a lot of button mashing and get through it fine, but you could
also experiment with hitting the different targets in series, as that will give you your first taste of the combination
system. The X2 and X3 you are seeing on the screen is not a point multiplier it is an indication that you are
completing successful combination moves. You will probably not be pulling down any double-digit combo's but
you should be able to manage a 5X Combo which will get you your first Achievement in the game: Freeflow Combo
5 (5 GP). Good on ya mate!
Now that the fight is over, lets try out some of the features of the game – starting with Detective Mode. Hit LB to turn
it on, and you will notice that you get a sort of X-Ray view of the world – people appear as walking skeletons with a
shroud of skin, and you can detect information about their physical condition – heart rate, emotional condition, and
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whether they are dead or not.
In addition to the above, in detective mode items and features in the area that are “of interest” to you will glow
orange – for instance on the wall behind you is an orange glowing ventilation grate, so why don't you go over to it?
You are prompted to hit A near the grate – do that, then hit A repeatedly to tear the grate off of the wall. Hold down
RT and enter the duct, and a short way inside is your first collectible item, a Riddler Trophy!
When you collect this trophy you are awarded both the Joker's Bio file and Commissioner Gordon's, and 200
experience points (XP). Good on ya!
Now you continue up the ramp, where you should pause for a moment. You see the dancing teeth on the floor
ahead of you where the corridor turns? You can target them using LT and throw your Batarang for the first time using
RT for a few extra points, so do that now. For every five that you kill there is a bonus of 200 XP and there are
Achievements connected to this kill-count as well.
Now is also a good time to look at the Bio's you have unlocked so far – which should include your own, The Joker,
The Riddler, Warden Sharp, and Commissioner Gordon. These can be viewed by hitting the BACK button, and then
LB or RB. Once in the Bio section, use the D-PAD to navigate and at least check out your own Bio before you get
back to the game.
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Processing Corridor
As you leave the top of the ramp you are now in the Processing Corridor, and you should hear the PA announce a
large number of security breaches all over the facility. Click on Detective Mode now by holding down LB and scan
ahead for any troublesome bad guys.
This part of the game is where you learn that you can run by holding down A while pushing the joystick forward. In
addition to seeing the outlines of targets, you can also view their status – dead, alive, condition, and heartbeat level.
This can be useful later when you want to determine if a subject is stressed out.
Near the end of the corridor you will take on two prisoners – just beat on them as you like – who will give you the
opportunity to practice countering attacks with Y. Go ahead and try that out – you will get the hang of it eventually.
After you defeat them you learn that incapacitating them earns you XP and health.
A guard named Eddie Burlow yells for you from the end of the left branch of the corridor, but you can ignore him; he
is basically stuck at the end of what is now a dead-end corridor because the door locking mechanism is jammed
here – that is what he is pounding upon. If you talk to him you will learn that Zsasz is free and he has Mike – another
guard. Just head down to the end of the right branch to claim the Bio for Oracle first, and then turn left and go
through the door that automatically opens for you.
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Patient Pacification Chamber
First talk to Zach for a CS that shows you what you are facing – Zsasz who has taken a guard hostage – and then
move into the next room, up the stairs and around the corner. As you move throught he hall here you will see Dr.
Gretchen Wagner typing on a console on your right – talk to her to receive the Bio for Mr. Zsasz – and then continue
to the end of the hall where you reach two guards watching over a balcony.
When you talk to the guard on the right he will explain the situation to you, and ask you to help his friend – Zsasz's
hostage. At this point the tutorial process kicks back in, so you should follow the directions as prompted to engage
Detective Mode and then target the gargoyle above.
Using RB you grapple and shift to the gargoyle.
Your goal is to glide down behind the enemy so that he does not see you and kill the hostage. The best way to do
that is to continue to grapple from gargoyle to gargoyle until you are behind the bad guy, and then glide down to
fight him. From the back of the room center the camera on the target and use X to do a glide kick, and then
immediately use RT Y to do a takedown move, to score the Achievement “Shocking Rescue” (10 GP).
A CS of Harlequin is your reward – what a painted biscuit eh? After the CS you get a Bio added for Harley Quinn –
Harlequin – and then you are back in control. Head down the ramp and turn right, then follow the deck outside the
treatment area. If you switch on detective mode you will see a ventilation grate that is glowing – go over to that and
target it, hit and then tap A to tear it open, and grab the Riddler Trophy inside – which will get you another 200 XP!
Now walk around to the other side of the room and tear open the ventilation grate there – one of the guards
announces that you found a way out – well of course you did! Now use RT to crouch and follow the ventilation duct
until you reach the end – where you grab another Riddler Trophy – and then kick open the grate here to make your
escape.
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Processing Corridor Part 2
After you kick the grate out the guard in the corridor runs away, so drop down and take a look around – in fact
examine the the glowing box by the forcefield-blocked exit behind you – I know it sure made me feel all warm inside
that the devices impeding my progress were made by my own company! Gotta love Wayne Industries!
Ahead of you on the floor of the corridor are more dancing teeth – so go ahead and take them out with your Batarang
for some extra points, and then head on down the hall.
As you move along the corridor you should see the group of targets in the Decontamination Area around the corner –
so head on over there to see that most of those targets are guards. Just when you think things could not get anymore
macabre some sort of toxic gas gets released and a seal door closes on the view port as an alarm sounds – Ruh Roh!
The guard at the sally port asks you: “Are you gonna go in there and help them Batman?”
Of course you are!
In Detective Mode, glance up and see a grapple spot – well? Grapple it! At the top you will find another grate to rip
off the wall. Follow this short section of duct and then kick out the grate blocking the other end and drop down. To
your right ahead is a guard who is trying to escape the gas area – move to him and hit A to rescue him and get a short
CS, after which you are instructed to hold A to run and jump – doing that will get you to the next platform, where a
guard will ask you to help rescue his friend Steve, who you will see ahead and to the left, on a higher level than you
are now on.
Note the Trophy to the right as you enter – you cannot reach it yet so do not worry about it for now.
Target the edge of the platform above and grapple to it, and then hit A to rescue Steve. You will now learn that
Steve was trying to reach the extraction system at the far end of the room – and they now want you to activate it.
Glide down to the platform on the right, where a Blackgate prisoner is hanging off of the edge – rescue him for the
Achievement 'Leave No Man Behind' (10 GP), and watch as you subdue him after pulling him up. Now if you look
across the room to the open cell like room below with Detective Mode on, you will see a glowing circuit box that
will activate the extraction system. Target it with the LT and use RT to throw a Batarang at it, triggering the exhaust
fans and clearing away the toxic gas. There is a Joker Teeth on the floor in that cell so go ahead and take it out now.
Now drop down and head back towards the other end of the room where you entered from – before you reach the
area where the first trophy you could not reach is up above, turn left and you will find a grate on the floor that you
can lift up. Lift it and drop down to get a Trophy, and then climb back out. Go back to the main corridor and turn
left, and kill the Joker Teeth here, and then head back to the end of the area where the activation box was and exit
the area through the door that opens automatically.
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Transfer Loop
Kill the teeth using your Batarang and then follow the painted arrows in the hall until you are engaged by two
prisoners – and after you take them down, follow the hall (there are arrows on the floor) until you pass through
another door and get a short CS in which you are confronted by The Joker, who releases a deformed henchman – this
is sort of a mini-boss battle, and you are instructed on how to dodge to evade the area-of-effect (AOE) attack that this
minion can use.
As you fight him you should be able to get in a 10X Combo before he tries to hit you, earning you the Achievement
'Freeflow Combo 10' (5 GP), and if you pay attention to his moves, you should easily be able to take him out
without taking much damage yourself. After you take him out, you earn another Achievement – 'Malpractice Needs
More Practice' (10 GP), and another CS of Joker, who makes yet another escape after rubbing your nose in it.
You should now have achieved the first Upgrade – you have several choices you can make here:
Special Combo Throw – allows you to do an unblockable grab and throw
Combo Batarang – powers up the Batarang during combos.
Critical Combo Strike – doubles the power of normal combo strikes.
Inverted Takedown – Allows batman to string up bad guys on gargoyles
Armor Upgrade V1 – better armor.
Batarang Power – upgrades the Batarang
Twin Batarang – allows two targets to be taken out at the same time.
Remote Control Batarang – controllable Batarang.
I chose the Special Combo Throw, but you can choose what you like – just remember that the more combo moves
you have, the more damage you can do hand-to-hand.
Now that you have chosen your upgrade, head up the short ramp into the control room and grab the Trophy, and
then go to the other control room and talk to the guard there – for another CS with The Joker.
Basically you are going to retrace your previous route back to the holding cells to investigate them – and just as you
pass back into the previous area you get a call from Oracle – Gordon's daughter. You tell her about Joker
kidnapping her father and vow to rescue him, and then ring off. You get the Bio for Frank Boles at the end of this
call.
Head left instead of right – check the map – towards the Holding Cells and you will reach an area where the corridor
lights turn red – stop and look to your right – see that half open door to the office here? Crouch down and enter the
office, and then look on the wall to the right, where you will find a large poster for the Iceberg Lounge with a picture
of The Penguin on it. How cool is that?
As you exit the red lighted hall turn right where you will find there are two prisoners there for you to fight, so go
ahead and do that, and then turn on Detective Mode and enter the cell. In the rear you will find Frank Boles' liquor
flask – scan it to analyze it so that you can use the results to trace the fumes (?!) and track Boles down.
Follow the fumes back into the Transfer Loop and towards the Secure Transit area; just before the door to the next
area there is a little jog to the right with three Dancing Joker Teeth – go ahead and kill them now for some XP, and
then hit the door, where you will get a CS with Harlequin in which you nearly get crushed by the elevator whose
cable she blows with a remote charge. It seems that Mister J does not want you following him just now.
There are several ways you can proceed from here – I chose to take the stairs up rather than grapple, so that I could
snag the patient recording one level up and learn a little more about Harlequin. When you obtain a tape it is added
to the Bio record of the person who it is of, and you will see that Harlequin has five tapes in total – more stuff for us
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to hunt for!
Now head back to the elevator and begin grappling up – then you do a running jump and a shimmy over to a duct
that you can climb in to. Once in that short run of duct, kick out the grate and exit, and then work your way up.
Eventually you will encounter a panel with a strange marking on it – analyze that to gain the Bio for The Spirit of
Arkham and some extra XP, then give that a listen.
Directly above this area is a platform with a group of prisoners on it – go ahead and go up there and take them out
now, and then follow the route up until you reach another duct, at the end of which is a grate for you to break out.
Do that, but stay in the alcove and listen as their leader gives them their orders.
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Secure Transit Area
This is probably the first challenging fight you will face – but before you do that, go ahead and tap LB to go into
Detective Mode – you can now identify targets as hostile or innocents – Go You!
You may be tempted to charge around the corner and take them out – you might get a few that way but these guys
are armed with light SMG's that will tear up your bat body Batman! Still in detective mode? Good, look up – you
will see our old friend the Gargoyle – go ahead and zip-snag it, and then work your way along the network of
Gargoyle's here to get above and behind the bad guys.
You will see on-screen prompts to walk you though this training tut – so hit A to drop silently down, and RT to
crouch in Ninja Mode. Slowly sneak up on the first bad guy and hit Y to do a silent Ninja Bat Kill! Now rinse and
repeat and all the SMG's in the world are not going to help these thugs.
The fourth prisoner is in the control cage above and to the right, so head over to the stairs and sneak on up – where
you find him reporting in to The Joker – go ahead and do a silent kill for Joker's amusement and then hit the
ductwork grate on the right side of the room as you came in.
When you reach the end of the duct tear out the grate here, carefully exit and do a ninja takedown on the bad guy
ahead. Now sneak up the stairs and wait for the baddie here to start his patrol, then sneak up behind him and take
him out in the office area on the other side of the catwalk.
On a desk in the last of the offices is an Interview Tape for Harley Quinn – go ahead and grab that now since there
are no other bad guys to bother you here. After you listen to that, retrace your steps and drop down into the duct on
the floor here (RT A) and head to the end and drop down onto the deck below.
Turn on Detective Mode and look up to spot the Gargoyle – zip-snag it and then do a glide-kick (X) on the enemy
below, finishing them off with a RT Y ground takedown. I got an upgrade at this point – my second – and a CS
showing three pretty buffed enemy heading into the area with orders from the Big J to hunt me down.
A quick zip up to the nearby Gargoyle puts you out of discovery range, and allows you to position yourself so that
you can begin your fight on your terms. The most practical approach is to wait for one of the trio to be isolated and
glide kick (X) then ground takedown (RT Y) them, then zip back up to a Gargoyle.
I should note that I chose the Inverted Takedown upgrade, which lets you hang from Gargoyles and snag the bad
guys and then hang THEM from the Gargoyle! Sort of smacks of Spiderman but still, a really spiffy move all the
same.
With the third bad guy taken out, continue following the booze mist trail until you reach the body of a cop – and
complete this challenge. You get a few taunts from the Joker and hone in on his location via the broadcast, and then
you get a riddle: Don't cut yourself on the sharply observed portrait.
If you recall we passed a portrait in the wall on our way up this short corridor to find Bales' body, so backtrack a few
steps and hold LB while targeting the portrait – Success! This mini-tut triggers an addition to the BACK menu, adding
Riddler's Challenges to it. Previously it held only Map & Objectives, Character Bio's, and Waynetech tabs. Go
ahead and examine the Challenges now – you should see that you have more than this one completed.
Right then, now a CS with Officer William Noth who lets you know what happened, and you get a new challenge
objective – escape the facility to the island surface.
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Utility Corridor
After you open the door and enter, you will see a new Riddler Challenge: “You don't know Jack about Gotham.
Tune in to find out.”
Head down the stairs and along the hall to the end, turning left. About this time you pick up a radio broadcast of a
news report in which the Joker features prominently – go ahead and stop and listen to this. When it is done, go
through the door on the right (checkpoint) and tear open the grate, and follow this duct to the outside.
A path appears outside, so drop onto it and follow it for a cinematic mini-CS and the Achievement 'Born Free'
(10GP).
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Arkham Island
If you go into Detective Mode here, you will notice some enemies off to your left, and ahead of you across a big gap
you should see a duct grate highlighted in orange.
There are a lot of guards/cops outside, and you should talk to a few – like Louie Green – for some backstory and to
add to the whole You Are Batman! deal. When you are done doing that head towards the two enemy for a quick CS
with Oracle about your car – and get a map uploaded from her that covers the entire island.
Your new challenge is to protect the Batmobile, which is now highlighted on your new map, so head towards the
gate and talk to the cop there, then if you like, the cop by the ambulance. On the other side of the ambulance are
the two bad guys – and you might be tempted to climb on top of the ambulance since it offers to let you do that...
Don't.
To the left of the front of the ambulance above is a Zip Point – go ahead and zip up to that, as that will put you above
the bad guys. Now simply ninja drop behind them and take them out using silent Navy Seal Ninja Kills!
As you walk through the next gate you will notice that there are some towers – one to the right above – and one in the
distance, and there is a group of unarmed prisoners attacking the Batmobile. Zip up to the tower on the right then
do a glide-kick to take one of them down, and engage the group in combo-attacks. Taking these guys down should
be a piece of cake for you by now!
Once they are defeated you get a prompt to grab some explosive gel out of the boot – would have been nice to have
this back in the Asylum, right? But you have it now, that is what is important. You may also have noticed that with
each new sub-area you enter there are new Riddler Challenge Riddles – you can try to solve those if you want to, I
chose not to because a lot of them require skills and items I do not have at the moment.
--=--= About Riddles =-=Obviously if you are intending to 100% the game, you are going to want to solve all of these, but you will find it a
lot easier if you simply wait until you have finished the game, and then after the credits, hit continue to go into Free
Play mode. Now you can backtrack and complete all of the Riddles, get all of the collection items, and complete
the challenges you did not do on the first play through. We've covered all the riddles as a seperate section at the end
of this guide
You will find it a lot easier to do it this way than to try it when you are not really prepared for the difficulty of some
of them. Still it is your call!
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Batmobile Crime Scene
Your new objective is to scan the crime scene around your car, looking for clues as to where Harley may have taken
the Commissioner. Trigger Detective Mode and note the outline that represents the Crime Scene – now get scanning!
It seems that the Commissioner left you a trial to follow! Before you get tracking though, notice the structural flaw
marker by the building on the ground with the Riddler Statue beneath it? Now is a great time to test out the
explosive gel, right? Head on over and, once you are on the flaw slab, hit LT and use RT to deploy the gel, then
back off and hit RB to detonate it, giving you access to the Trophy, which you naturally grab now.
Back on the tobacco trail, you end up at a locked door – but fortunately for you the wall nearby looks weak – so hey,
let's blow it up!
Pass through the door here and continue to follow the trail as it leads you through a gate, down a walk and up a
flight of stairs. At the other end of the stairs is a group if unarmed prisoners for you to pummel before you follow the
trail into the building here, where you encounter Harley Quinn behind a forcefield, with the Commissioner her
prisoner.
After the CS in which Harley points out that you have to find an alternate route, head outside and then zip up to the
roof above. Run towards the low upper ledge and jump up, and then follow that around to the left where you will
find a weak spot in the nearby roof.
Using your explosive gel, blow open that spot and enter, dropping down into a room with lockers in it. There is a
door here – go ahead and open it and pass through!
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Maintenance Access
Ahead of you is a Zip point above that you can reach after you jump the small partition – go ahead and zip up there
so you can listen to the Joker's security alert and take a look around at the same time. Below you is a cage with a
Trophy in it – that you cannot reach from here – and you should notice if you pop on Detective Mode that there is a
grate behind it in the cage as well. Below you there is a grate you can reach, so after Big J finishes drop down and
hit that grate.
As you follow the duct you will notice that your path can split at one point – either going forward or turning to the
right. Take a brief detour to the right, following that duct down to the aforementioned grate, and grab the Trophy for
an easy Achievement: 'Arkham Analyst' (20GP).
Now backtrack and continue on to the right – and shortly you will drop down a shaft that gives you access to the
room full of enemies. There are Gargoyles ringing the room – so go ahead and zip up to the nearest one, and then
zip across to the Gargoyle above the end of the catwalk where the two enemy are patrolling.
Here is a chance for you to pick up a nice Achievement if you want – assuming that like me you went ahead and
grabbed the Inverted Takedown upgrade... Hit B to hang from the Gargoyle and when an enemy walks near
enough, hit Y to do the Inverted Takedown, leaving him dangling from the Gargoyle. Now zip to a nearby Gargoyle
and switch to your Batarang, then wait for another enemy to walk beneath the dangling one while you are targeting
the rope he is dangling from.
When the enemy is below him, hit the rope with your Batarang, severing it and dropping him on the hapless enemy
below for an easy 10 GP and the Achievement: 'Rope-A-Dope-A-Dope'!
Now pick off the remaining goons as you like – a few more hanging goons might be fun. After the last is
incapacitated head down and talk to the Doctor and the Male Nurse to learn that the other Doctors are in danger.
You get the three added as additional objectives, but before you head out looking for them, turn to the left and go to
the office towards the back right corner of the room to grab the Patient Interview tape for The Riddler, which you
then get to listen to.
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Rescue The Doctors
There are three doctors you need to rescue, and all three show up on your new map. For simplicity I decided to
rescue the doctor to the north first, since I had already blown open the weakened floor on the side of the bog room
opposite to where you speak with the first doctor and male nurse. After I did the Rope-A-Dope Achievement I
ninja'd down to the floor there and set a gel charge then zip'd up to the Gargoyle above and, when an enemy
walked over the spot, I blew him up. I thought that was a creative takedown, but YMMV.
The point to all this is that the hole I blew in the floor is one way to get to the doctor in the north, so if you were not
as creative as I was, go ahead and blow that weak point now, then drop down and head north up the halls into the
Upper Corridor now.
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Surgery Room (Dr Chen)
After you pass through the door you will see that there is a large group of targets above you in the observation area
above the surgery, and a target strapped to the table ahead of you in the surgery theater itself – that would be Dr.
Chen himself, the bait for the trap that has been laid for you.
You cannot get to the guys above – that is not the point of this – so do the obvious thing (what you are supposed to
do) and approach Chen, who will warn you it is a trap. You knew that though, and as Big J himself gives you the
Micky you can practice some of that combo-technique on the goons who are now jumping down to fight you.
This fight should not be much trouble for you – none of them are armed, and if you have not already done so this is a
good fight to get the Freeflow 10 Achievement in, because there are a lot of targets to hit. You may want to use this
as an opportunity to practice your countering response as well, it is your call.
When the fight is over, Chen asks you to cut him free – so go ahead and do that and get his thanks and an excuse for
why he did not warn you fully about the goons you had to take out. Easy Peasy!
If you have been taking out the bad guys and the dancing teeth along the way like I was, you now get your third
upgrade – so hit the upgrade (BACK) button and make your choice! I went for the Special Combo Takedown,
because I believe you should get the combo upgrades as soon as you can to help increase the XP and Health gains.
Since Dr. Kellerman is the closest, it is time to head south and then west to rescue him!
As I entered the Upper Corridor after exiting the surgery a box of dancing teeth dropped into the corridor – so I
quickly destroyed them with the Batarang – I can see how easy it will be to get the Achievements for these if they
conveniently drop in often.
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Patient Observeration Room (Dr Kellerman)
As you enter the Patient Observation Area you will see that there are two bad guys in the entrance foyer you are in –
while above you is a zip point that leads to a ventilation grate you cannot open just yet. Go ahead and zip on up
there anyway, and then line up the guy below on the left for a Glide Kick and finish him off, then take out his buddy
to secure the area.
Now zip back up and rip that grate off the wall! Move through the duct and kick out the grate at the other end, but
do not drop down to the floor just yet. A closer examination will reveal that there is gas below – and in Detective
Mode you should see the ventilation fans – and their controls – that you need to use to clear away the gas.
The first fan is easy enough – exit the duct and move to the right where you have a clear line of fire at the first control
box and Batarang the fan on. That clears some of the gas out of the upper area, which allows you to glide across to
the top of the cage on the opposite side and then work your way from cage to cage to the far end of the room, where
you can target the second control box.
Some cheery encouragement is now received from the guards – and you should notice that there is a thug hanging
from a rope to avoid being taken by the gas below – and fortunately for us he is suspended directly above a
weakened ceiling that we need to break do get access to the final control box. Go ahead and slice his rope with the
Batarang so that he can be helpful and break the glass, then jump to the deck next to that room and hit the control
box, activating the third ventilation fan.
Dr. Kellerman is now rescued, as is Officer Aaron Cash, whose bio you get for completing this objective. Go ahead
and read the bio now, and then have a chat with him and then enter the room he just exited and grab the second
Patient Interview Tape for The Riddler. Interesting listen that.
Now retrace our steps by doing to zip-climbs back to the duct and hading back into the corridor, where a little ways
down another teeth box will drop – and if you kill the three dancing teeth here as well as the ones that were in the
room we just left you should get the Riddle for killing 10 Teeth!
You can see on the map that the corridor to the last doc to the east sort of splits at the head where the corridor
entrance is, so make your way to there and then around toward the last target. You will encounter three goons in the
hall just before the door to the last area – so take them out as you like.
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X-Ray Room (Dr Young)
As you enter the door you should see the zip-point above, and behind the wall ahead the five red (armed) targets
with the hostage. Hit the zip point to find a Trophy above – grab that – and then drop back down to the floor where
you started.
You should notice that there are two weak walls behind where each group is standing – a wall by the group of three
directly ahead of you, and one by the pair to the left. Sneak up to each and spray on some explosive gel, then get to
a safe distance and detonate it, surgically removing the thread to Dr. Penny Young, who I might add looks like she
might be cute if she cleaned herself up and wore something um, more complimentary to her figure. I'm just saying...
On your way back up the corridor you will get the obligatory box of teeth just before you encounter a high-security
henchmen. High-security henchmen are armed with knives and have to be stunned (B) before they can be attacked.
Go ahead and stun him and then take him down, then use your Batarang on the three teeth before continuing to
retrace your steps back to the main room.
Just as you get to the stairs to the left that lead up to where the corridor links and the entrance is you should notice
an open duct with a zip-point ahead and above you – go ahead and zip up there and grab the Riddler Trophy hidden
in the duct there, then drop back down and exit back into the Sanatorium and talk with Officer Cash and the
Doctors there.
You will get the Secret Achievement: 'Just What the Doctors Ordered' (10 GP) now, and good on'ya mate!
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The Sanatorium
After the brief CS you will hear the elevator arriving – and you will zip up to the Gargoyle above. Some thugs will
enter, repeating the often heard phrase “The Joker says he is somewhere here” which of course lets you know that
they are looking for you and Big J knows where you are and... Err... Um.. Yeah.
So Batguy, it is time once again to take out some thugs in our quest to rescue the Commish!
What I did was wait for them to separate and then did a glide kick down and beat the thug down so that he
collapsed under the Gargoyle that is directly above the elevator doors, and then I zip'd up above and waited for his
buddies to arrive. When one leaned over to check him, I used Y to grab the other and hang him from the Gargoyle,
then zip'd to the corner and did a glide kick on the last one, followed by a ground takedown to finish him off. Easy
Peasy!
Now step into the elevator to be taunted by Big J before you take the ride and get a spooky CS as your introduction
to the Lower Corridor!
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The Lower Corridor
After you exit the elevator you get a long CS that hints that gas is on the other side of that glass, and Big J continues
to taunt you a bit, and when you finally get control back you find your way is blocked by big iron bars... Or is it? A
quick flick of Detective Mode reveals a nearby weakened wall, which you go ahead and blow.
Follow that path and you will eventually come to some teeth to kill and see the Commissioner in distress – he yells
for help and gets dragged off, and now you need to rip that grate off of the wall and head through another duct.
When you get to the end it looks like the Commissioner is almost within your grasp – you just need to kick that grate
out and rescue him, right?
Unfortunately when you reach the Commish he is dead – or is he? When you try to use your phone to call his
daughter you get some unexpected results, and continuing on to the morgue you find a very interesting unreality – it
has to be gas, right?
You see the bodies of your parents, banging doors, and eventually, you end up in a twilight zone meets Escher
environment wherein a very large Scarecrow is scanning for you!
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The Morgue / Scarecrow Battle
Your job here is to not be spotted – so mind the Scarecrow's searchlight-eyes and make your way along the path.
Running jumps (hold A) will get you over the gaps, until you reach a place where you cannot move on because a
wall blocks your path. Well hey, that is what explosive gel is for, right?
Wait for the Scarecrow's eye-light to pass and then quickly move forward and apply the gel to the wall – dodging
back to the morgue wall section as soon as you have applied it fully. Do NOT blow the gel immediately – wait until
the light passes on and you are crouched in the center of the wall section and only THEN blow the wall. Why?
Because blowing the wall draws the Scarecrow's attention in a really weird cat-playing-with-mouse sort of way!
If you are in the center and crouched he cannot spot you – wait until he looks to your right (between you and the
wall you blew) and then starts to look to your left around the other side of the wall, at which point you should do a
running jump through the blown wall onto the next platform, where you can crouch behind the small rise there.
When it is safe to do so – meaning when he has resumed making like a lighthouse – climb up and then move to the
searchlight and crouch behind it until his search passes you – at which point you hit A and get a CS in which you tip
the light so it is pointed at him and Zow! Bam! Pow! FTW!
I do not know what was in that light, but we should get more if it! You find yourself back in the morgue at the table,
having completed the objective and also having unlocked another dossier – The Scarecrow's Character Bio – man
you are good at this! In addition to that, frying that stuffed shirt netter you an Achievement: 'Daydreamer' (10 GP).
You now get a call from Oracle asking about her dad – and you sort of blow her off on that score – and hey, look,
another upgrade available! Excellent! I went with the Special Combo Boost as my next upgrade – remember what I
said about upgrading the combo moves being the fastest way to higher health and XP?
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Experimental Chamber
As you follow the corridor retracing your steps you notice that it was not the Commissioner you saw dead in the hall
after all, but an armor-clad officer. There are helpful arrows spray painted on the floor in case you are wondering
where you are supposed to go... Around the corner is a locked door with three bad guys behind it – the sort you
have to stun before you can hurt, so remember to lead with B to stun and then do your combos – and once you take
them all down, continue through this section and Batarang the three dancing teeth for a few extra points of XP and to
add to your dancing teeth kill count.
At the end of the corridor is a door for you to pass through to enter the Experimental Chamber, where you get a
mini-brief by Big J explaining the rules as it were. Harley is on orders to kill the Commissioner if you even poke your
head in sight, but Joker is pulling for you – why he even suggests giving you Harley as your new sidekick! Not such a
bad guy after all... err.. Wait...
On a table to the left just before the observation window ahead of you is a Secrets Map – go ahead and pick that up
now – and then note the duct grate to the right – which you could remove right now, but considering you have that
map – now would be a good time to wrap up some details previously missed, right?
A quick run back to the Morgue to take care of that sole dancing green question mark now on the map made me feel
a lot better – and you can too! Just walk up to the jar on the cart in the middle of the room and click the right JS to
go into first-person view, then hold LB to detect the contents and Pow! Another Riddle Solved!
This gets you the Bio for The Great White Shark, AKA Warren White. What a nice fellow he is, yes?
Getting the rest of the Riddles is voluntary since you are going to have to retrace the different areas in Free Play
Mode later anyway to get the ones that we did not have the right gear for on our story mode play through, so we
may as well run back to the Experimental Chamber now, umkay?
So back at the observation room, remove the grate and go through the ducts, dropping down and removing the grate
blocking the exit. There is an armed bad guy to your left as you exit the duct, so why not do a ninja takedown on
him first? Once he is down, take a few steps back and remove the grate from the opposite wall, and follow the duct
to another grate that gives you access to yet another armed baddie – and one more ninja takedown! After he is
down, turn around and remove the next grate and grab the Riddler Trophy there, and then follow the ducts back.
Now if you watch the guy on the far left, he makes it very easy to take him down as he has a predictable patrol
pattern – so get near the corner all sneaky-like, and when he turns around get behind him for a ninja takedown! The
last patrolling goon is below you in the pit-like section, and he too has a predictable path – so watch him until he
turns away and then ease down and take him out!
At this point it looks easy, right? The last target is up above, and conveniently there is a set of stairs that will take you
there undetected – but when you get to the top there is an active security field blocking the entrance. Oh No's! Ah
but above is a zip-point, and there is a Riddler Trophy there to boot, so why don't we go up there and grab that
Trophy?
As you can see there is a glass ceiling here – so apply some explosive gel and then detonate it to get a nice CS in
which you take out Harley, rescue the Commissioner and discover that Bane is secured in the next room – or is he?
Dr. Young apparently figured out how to drain the venom from his blood, but Big J knows how to put it back, and
Bane is ready for business. The end of the CS sees you thrown through a wall – ouch – and we cut to the next area!
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The Boiler Room
The fight with Bane is pretty straight forward – just wait for him to charge and do a quick Batarang throw – and when
he covers his face after slamming into the wall quickly attack him. You will hop to his back and rip out some of the
hoses that connect to him. After you do this, Joker will drop some henchmen in for you to tangle with, just to make
this a little harder.
You can either beat on them while minding Bane so that you can dodge when he throws a chunk of concrete at you
OR you can mind him and try to have the baddies in the line of fire when he throws the concrete so that he takes
them out FOR you. The choice is yours.
Once the baddies are out of the picture, rinse and repeat to get the more hoses and another group of thugs for you to
take out. Yeah, I know, it seems like Joker has an endless supply of thugs, but what can you say? This is a Boss Fight
after all!
After you take out the third set of hoses you get a nice CS and the Achievement: 'Baneful Payback' (25 GP). Harley
escapes, and he Commissioner appears, but it looks like Bane is not done yet! Dood! You drove your car into the
river! That is going to ruin your upholstery but then again, at least your car is holding Bane under water.
The end of this CS results in a call to Oracle and Bane's Bio being unlocked for you.
Your new objective is to locate the entrance to Dead Man's Point in Arkham North, so head for there now! I took
out any roving thugs that I had missed earlier and picked up another upgrade in the process, selecting Critical
Combo Strikes – which means there is only one more Combo Upgrade left! How cool is that?
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Dead Man's Cave
Zip over the wall to the left of the Treatment Building and follow the path there – yes there are zip points on the
building itself, but what you want is directly ahead of you and you will note that you get the objective completed
notice for finding the cave. Head into the cave and zip up one level, then scan the stone there for the second Spirit
of Arkham message.
When you reach the next level up you should spot a weakened wall with a Riddler Trophy behind it. Go ahead and
blow that for the Trophy and the Achievement: 'Cryptic Investigator' (25 GP).
Now walk over to the shear face that leads to the last level and climb it for a CS that sees you make what would be
called a Leap of Faith if we were playing Assassin's Creed – but as we are not, I will just call it a Mondo Smooth
Batman Power Glide! You end up in the entrance leading to the Batcave – neat how close that is considering that
you car is in the river, right?
So let's head on over to the Batcomputer and check out Dr. Young's records to get the Bio of Dr. Penny Young
added to your files. You realize that Joker is about to obtain the secret to the formula and vow that you have to stop
him – and then get a spiffy new tool called the Batclaw! Sweet!
Alright! Now we just need to get to the Mansion and what luck! There are nearby catacombs... err... sewers? Now
the thing is there are three big crates blocking the platform we need to get on – but hey remember that new tool we
got? Yeah! Let's Batclaw those Batcrates out of the Batway Batman! Yeesh, shades of Robin!
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The Catacombs
Ahead of us is a dead-end – well not really, there is a grate high up on the wall just like some other grates in the
facility earlier that we could not reach... But now we have the Batclaw! So what are you waiting for? Claw it off the
wall Batfellow! Zip up to the vent and crawl through but wait – there is a bad guy on the other side! Amazing!
Drop silently to the ground and ninja-takedown this guy, preferably while he is talking to the Joker on his phone so
that we can hear Big J get quite annoyed. There is another group of badies further in that we will not be sneaking up
on, oh no!
Before we continue, yes there is a Riddler Trophy across the gap to the right, and a weakened panel above – but we
cannot do anything about these at the moment, so go ahead and continue on towards the group of thugs. After you
take them out note the grate high up on the nearby wall with a Riddler Trophy behind it? Yeah go ahead and rip that
sucker down and grab the trophy now.
To the right is a door – not the way we are supposed to go , but go ahead and try and open it now :) Nice mini-CS
with Kroc Man, and boy is he angry! Good thing that door is locked.
There is an interview tape on the ground below where the grate fell for Killer Kroc – be sure you grab that now, and
then head down the passage just a ways and note the Dancing Teeth for you to kill, with the weakened wall and a
Trophy to the left of it. Kill the Teeth, blow the wall, grab the Trophy.
Continue down the hall and kill another set of Teeth then go through the door at the end, and as you reach the open
area you get a nice CS that shows you your route – and another Trophy location. When you try to use the grapple to
zip up you discover that the masonry is so old that it is not going to work – looks like you are climbing by hand this
time!
There is a trophy on a platform directly ahead and to the left a little below you, and a point where you can climb
ahead and to the right. Go to the right and climb, then run-jump straight ahead to the platform there, and glide to
the far platform where the Trophy is. You get an apology from the Riddler for it being so easy, and a Bane Character
Trophy as your reward. To get back to the start just fall off and hit RB to recover and you are standing on the path
where you began.
Go to the right, climb, run-jump across and this time go to the right instead, and then cross the gaps to reach the next
part of the path. Note the Joker Teeth here – and kill them. A quick run up the fallen column here and a gap jump
gets you to a climb point and another gap jump. Before you take the next column note the Trophy ahead of you – a
running jump will get you that and unlock the challenge Sewer Bat as well!
Now back on the path, and run up the second column – yes there are some Trophy locations here that we just
cannot get to right now, so remember where they are and continue onwards!
Head into the passage here to your left and kill a few Teeth, then open a door and pick up the second patient
interview tape for Killer Kroc on a crate on the left just inside this area. You are almost to the exit now – just
continue on, use explosive gel on the wall and jump the gap here, and there is the exit door! See you in Arkham
North!
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Arkham North
After you exit make your way to the edge of the rubble to the right and note the grouping of red and blue baddies in
the yard. Ahead of you is an armed thug on an observation tower – target the roof of that tower and zip up, grabbing
the Riddler Trophy you will find on the roof. Now drop down on the platform below near the stairs and go inside
the tower to grab the first Joker patient interview tape which you can listen to now, and then sneak out and
ninja-takedown the thug on the catwalk outside.
Now zip back up to the roof of this tower and glide across the gap to the roof of the building with the weakened
panel and then zip up to the second tower next to you and ninja the other armed thug. A quick drop back to the
building below to set some gel explosives on the panel, and then we drop down and grab the Riddler's Secret Map
from the table inside. Of course the guys outside are now aware of you, but that is okay.
I zip'd back up to the top of the tower and did a glide kick and ground takedown on one of the thugs just to make
things more even, and then fought the others. One of them is armed with a knife, which means you have to stun
him with B before you can take him down – but by now this should be old hat to you, right?
A quick peak at the map should show you lots of dancing green question marks – why not take care of a few of those
now?
Remember the ruined building we were in when we entered the zone? Well if you head back there – it is in the
northwest section of Arkham North – there is a Riddler Trophy on the second floor by the window. Snagging this
Trophy earns us the Bio of Aaron Cash.
There are three Teeth to kill near the entrance to Arkham East, and then head along the east side of Intensive
Treatment like you are going to the caves, but before the caves, zip-up to the roof, and then up again, and glide to
the opening above the entrance to the caves, where you will find another Riddler Trophy!
A quick trip around the other side of the building and a zip up to the roof there will net you another Riddler Trophy,
the XP for it, and the Bio update of Warden Quincy Sharp. That completes the collectibles that are easy to get to, so
back on the mission shall we?
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East Arkham
As you pass through the door from North Arkham you will encounter a group of thugs – including one armed with a
knife who you will need to stun attack before taking him down. After you take them all out you should pick up
another upgrade – I chose Combo Batarang to complete the Combo Upgrades but YMMV.
Ass you pass through the second door of this sally port you will notice that there are now armed thugs in the towers
here and thugs on the ground. Let's take out the ones with guns first, shall we?
First zip up to the catwalk overhead and sneak to the tower and ninja the thug there, then zip to the roof of this
tower to collect a Trophy and get the Blackgate Prisoner Character Trophy. Now glide to the ground beneath the
catwalk across from you that connects to the next guard tower, zip up and then sneak over and ninja that thug too.
If you look inside this tower you will find the second patient interview tape for The Joker, so grab that too.
Zip to the roof of this tower and then glide to the stairs to the left of the pair of armed thugs on the second floor
balcony of the Arkham Mansion – then make your way to a point below that balcony and zip up there and quickly
take out the pair hand-2-hand. All that is left now is for you to grapple the grate cover and pull it down and then zip
up!
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Mansion Entry Hall
As you pass through the door that leads to the Entry Hall you will earn the Achievement: 'Breaking and Entering' (10
GP). Ahead of you and below are three thugs – two unarmed and one armed – so go ahead and glide down there
and take them out. Turning towards the front of the building you will see a security forcefield – run towards it then
turn left at the bottom of the stairs, rip the grate from the wall and enter the duct to claim another Riddler Trophy!
Now head back up the stairs, then up the next set of stairs and try the door there – nope, it is locked! Well that's
okay, we'll just zip up to the platform above this door and pull the duct grate off of the wall and zip up there – to find
a weakened wall to blow with the third Spirit of Arkham message behind it – pretty spiffy XP!
As you drop down into the main room you see a large group of thugs searching through the records here – there are a
few ways that you can do this, depending on your mastery of combat. Since I am into the combo system, I just
glided down for a glide kick ground takedown on one of the thugs and then beat the others senseless, but if you are
a button masher you may want to do glide kick ground takedowns and then retreat to the Gargoyles and rinse and
repeat. Either way, once you have all the thugs down, head for the far end of the room where the twin stairs are,
take the left set.
At the top of the stairs, kill the two pair of Teeth, then rip the grate off of the wall and kill the third set of Teeth inside
that little room. Now go back down the stairs and rip the grate off of the base of the statue and zip up to grab
another Riddler Trophy. Finally head back down the hall to the alcove on the left and turn to your left – there is a
plaque of Commissioner Gordon on the wall – in Detective Mode, scan the plaque holding LB to solve the riddle.
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South Corridor
After you solve the riddle for the Main Hall, go through the door here to the South Corridor and look around – you
should see the enemy here. Zip up to the suspended ducts and work your way around undetected – drop down
silently and run around the corner, taking the pair of thugs out. Now zip back up to the ducts and blow the wall at
the end of them, and scan the stone there to receive the fourth Spirit of Arkham message.
Across the hall high up on the wall is a duct grate – grapple it and rip it from the wall and zip up there to snag yet
another Riddler Trophy and 200XP!
In the center of the hall there is a set of display cases – scan the one with the umbrella to solve the riddle of what a
bird needs in the rain – and earn the Penguin's Bio Entry! Yay You!
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The Library
Right – the first thing you need to know is you do not actually have to defeat the thugs here – there are a bunch
including two of the sort with knives you have to stun to disable. You can defeat them if you like, but it may take a
few tries and the point of all this is not to defeat them but to rescue the hostages. If you decide to defeat them, well,
ok, but either way you now need to do what you have to do if you do not defeat them – and that is zip up to the
second level above and rip the grate out of the wall
Follow the duct up to the top level, exit and use your Batarang to sever the rope holding up the chandelier – which
will now fall and make a big mess. If you did not take the thugs out, they now split. On this level is another grate –
take it out and grab the Trophy behind it, and then drop down to the ground level. Defuse the 'Bomb” here,
releasing the hostages and completing that objective.
Zip up to the first level up and grapple the grate there, climb into the duct and grab another Trophy here, then drop
back down to the ground level and head through the now deactivated security door behind the bomb – kill the Teeth
here first, on both levels then drop down to the ground, zip up one level and exit the Library through the door you
originally entered by.
If you did not take out the group of thugs before, well, here they are waiting for you! Yup, you still have to do this
fight – and the best way to do it is to target the Red Jumpsuit (Knife) thugs FIRST. Stun then, combo them and when
they are on the ground do a ground takedown for a quick kill. Once you have the Red Suits down, the others are
cake.
If you did not kill the Dancing Teeth on the way in, kill them now.
As you exit back into the main room there will be an additional pair of thugs for you to take out – man is Batman
good at this or what?
Run to the far end of the main room and take the left hand door – it opens on the West Wing – where there is an
armed thug holding some guards hostage. Sneak up and ninja him for a nice CS in which the Joker fills you in, and
then you get your next upgrade unlocked – the Sonic Batarang.
When you talk to the guard he tells you that Cash is in the next room taking a beating, and you need to help him –
well, yeah?! So up the stairs, through the door and... Wow... That is a LOT of armed thugs!
What I did was immediately zip up to a Gargoyle and then hang and do a grab on the thug that walked below,
leaving him hanging. The noise of that brought the other guards running so before they got there I quickly changed
Gargoyle. It was pretty easy after this – I would wait for a thug to walk beneath me and string 'em up – kinda cheap I
know, but hey, Spiderman eat your heart out!
Okay I know it may seem like a lot of work – there are six thugs all armed with automatic weapons – and here I am
stringing each one up – but by the fourth one they are really in a panic and they say the funniest things! 'We got to
find him or we're next!' Yeah, yah think? When I hung the last one I have to say that gliding down to rescue Cash
and his partner felt really... Batmanny.
After the CS with Cash take a look at the map – the room is shaped like a giant cross – go to the right side of the
bottom of the cross and look up – there is a duct grate here – rip it off the wall with your grapple and zip up there.
When you come out, drop into the office below that is blocked from the ground floor. On the desk in here is the
patient interview for The Scarecrow – did you realize it was the Dr. that was catatonic right away?
The points you get from this tape should give you your next upgrade – I chose the Remote Control Batarang because,
well, it is just too cool.
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North Corridor
On the top of the cross on the right is the door that leads to the North Corridor – go ahead and take that and follow
the hall until the stairs on the right – go up the stairs and look to the left to find a duct grate. Rip it off the wall and
then head through the ducts which leads to a cell that is locked from the outside. Kill the two Teeth here, then
examine the circles on the ground and scan them to solve the Riddle Challenge here.
As you exit this cell look up and left and you will see an open duct – zip up to it and go through the duct into the
level above. Before you do anything else, head to the southwest corner of the area and grab the Riddler Trophy.
Now head back and turn right and enter the duct here, move through it and stand, climbing up the half level there
and moving forward.
There is one armed and two unarmed thugs below – take them out! You will see a grate here – grapple it and rip it
out, then zip into the duct and move to the other end, kicking out the grate.
You are now in the Doc's office – and you get a nice CS that answers some questions while raising others. When the
CS ends, go into Detective Mode and scan the safe (target it and hold A) to get a bio scan of the Doc's fingerprints.
Before you hit the duct target the mask on the wall below it and scan it (hold LB) to solve the Riddle Challenge for
here. Now hit the duct and drop down – where you will find a group of thugs including a Red Jumpsuit thug. Target
the Red thug first, stun him and then do a ground takedown, then take the others out at your leisure.
Now head towards the nearby door with the Doc's fingerprints and grab the patient interview tape off of the desk to
the left – a tap for The Scarecrow. When you are done listening to that, exit through the door and a box will drop
with three Teeth in it – kill them now.
Follow the fingerprints to the left along the West Wing to the Main Hall door and pass through. Keep following Dr.
Young's fingerprints to the right and then left, through the door to the South Corridor, along the South Corridor and
into the Library, around to the right and down the stairs. At the bottom level tucking into a bookcase is the formula –
which you burn in a CS.
Objective Completed!
Retrace your steps to the exit to the South Corridor and – wait – Wayne Manor?! Oh man not the gas again! Okay,
you know what do do – follow the path down the endless hall and – it starts raining and it soon becomes clear that
we are re-living the worse day of our life as we morph into the young Bruce Wayne.
Right now run the short distance to the end of the hall and turn left, and go through the door here to another swirling
alter-reality room. Watch that first step if you are not paying attention – it is a long one!
I am not sure where this happened, but I picked up the bio's for The Penguin, Amadeus Arkham, and Black Mask
somewhere along the way between the last bio and now – so you likely did as well.
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Scarecrow Fight 2
Alright same as before – a really big Scarecrow with searchlight eyes – so do not let him see you. I admit that this one
took me a bit to figure out – once you get to the first cover, there is a huge gap that you simply cannot cross without
getting spotlighted. It seems like there is no way to do this, but then you will notice the pair of crates hanging in
midair. Right...
At first I thought they were suspended by rope and tried to use my faithful Batarang – but that wasn't it – I needed my
Batgrappler! Once I switched to the correct tool aiming was simple as was pulling down the crate. Run to the now
protective crate, hide behind it and pull down the second one and you are set!
Once past the crate section you run-jump up half a level and round the corned – a bit ahead are some skeletal
warriors for you to fight, which you should manage without taking too much damage, and now we avoid detection
again until we arrive at another jump where we have to hang off of a ledge and work are way around rather than
climbing over it.
Another large jump to a ledge that you hang off of and work your way around – timing is tricky on this if you try to
do it when he is looking right, so I waited until he looks left – and once you get past here and round another corner
Scarecrow spawn another group of skeletal warriors for you to defeat.
In this second fight occasionally more than one of the skeletons can go into attack mode – and you cannot always
counter both so when that happens double tap A to dodge away rather than take the hit as it would really suck to die
at this point and have to start over.
I was expecting the next few jumps but not the swinging pendulum in an area where he scans – so it is like the first
fight but a bit more challenging! If you are having trouble with this, be aware that the pendulum is on the far side of
the platform, so you do not have to worry about it hitting you when you land on the platform – however it is easier
and safer to do this as one move rather than breaking it up. All that you need to do is wait until Scarecrow is looking
to the right, and then start your run when the pendulum is swinging at the middle of the platform – you should be
able to hold A and run without stopping then.
When you get past the pendulum, stop and pay attention to where the shadow is ahead when he is scanning so that
if anything goes wrong, you know where to crouch. When Scarecrow sweeps to the left, climb up and run along the
path and crouch behind the half-wall. Notice that when Scarecrow scans the area to the right there is NO protection
at that last climb point. You are going to want to do this last run carefully so that you can hit the climb point and run
to the light in one flowing move.
A nice beam of light to the navel – which is apparently Scarecrow secret weak spot – and a victory that earns you the
Achievement: 'Recurring Victory' (10 GP) and you are back in the Main Hall.
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Main Hall Clock Tower
A quick look around and you might be confused as to where it is you need to go – fear not, it is a simple matter of
first realizing that the trap door in the corner is locked and then noticing that that large bell behind you is held up by
a thick cable that just looks like it is itching to get cut by your Batarang! Well what are you waiting for?! Batarang
that sucker!
A nice mini-CS of bell-ringing destruction and then you simply climb over the edge and do a Batland on the
Batfloor.
Now before you do anything else, look up and you should see a zip-point above – that is for a balcony on the wall of
which is the fifth Spirit of Arkham message. Grab that and then drop back down and look for the now open door to
the East Corridor – with a new Riddle: A game of can and mouse can be painful.
Go into Detective Mode and look around to detect a pair of unarmed enemy – except they are not really unarmed at
all – unless you consider a shock baton slash cattle prod to be unarmed?
These guys look like some of the thugs you have previously faced but they are not like them at all strategically –
trying to hit them or stun them is not going to work, because every time you try to connect, they will shock you,
robbing you of your valuable health. The best way to deal with them is to keep some distance and, arming your
Batgrapple, target them with it and grapple them stepping out of the way as you pull them towards you FTW. They
hit the wall and drop their baton, you do a ground takedown and they are incapacitated without you even breaking
a sweat!
Now that he is down, you see that display case he is laying next to? Scan it to solve the riddle for this area for some
bonus XP. Sweet!
On the right side of the room is a short hall that leads to a pair of bathrooms – the one on the left as you are facing
them has a thug in it, but inexplicably he is facing away from the door – which means you can sneak on over and
ninja-kill him, so do that now, and then return to the hall and use the door on the right to enter the Warden's Office.
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Warden's Office
As you enter you see a mini-CS in which Zsasz appears with a knife and backs into the inner office holding the Doc
hostage and warning you to back off. Go ahead and turn on Detective Mode now so you have a better situational
awareness for where the bad guy is and what he is doing.
You probably noticed the Trophy ahead and to the right – ignore it – you cannot get to it without being seen, and
forget the zip point above as well, there is nothing you want up there right now – though there is a pair of Dancing
Teeth so remember that for later.
A few things you need to know – if he sees you, he kills the Doc and you fail. If you wait too long, the timer you
cannot see runs out, he kills the Doc and you fail. What you need to do is wait for him to back into the inner office
and then run along the wall on the right until you reach the divider thing that is poking out. Now ease around that
and crouch, and move towards the opening to the inner office until you get the wall hugging prompt, which you
initiate.
Now elect your Batarang and go into target mode, target Zsasz' head and launch it FTW and the Achievement:
'Zsasz Cut Down to Size' (10 GP). You now get a CS in which the Doc goes a little ballistic on Zsasz and you stop
her. Now you get a little more info on what is going on and then a surprise explosion and a CD of Harley doing her
thing and a squad of henchmen you are going to have to deal with when you get back on your feet.
One of the thugs has a shock baton so do not attack him – quickly melee the three who do not, knocking them
down, and then dodge (double-tap A) to the far side of the room and select your Batgrapple, then target the baton
thug and jerk him towards you while you dodge aside, disarming him. Now you can take the four of them out as
you like – either by pummeling them or doing takedowns.
Once they are down you get some nice XP, your health restored, and a new objective – take out the store of Venom
in the Gardens. You also need to scan the Warden's Office for forensic trails so go ahead and switch into Detective
Mode now to do that!
Scan the baton on the floor to obtain the Warden's DNA to track, and then walk forward and grab the Joker's Secret
Map off of the desk here. As you follow the clues out of the Inner Office head to the right to grab the Riddler Trophy
and unlock a new challenge, then go to the next clue towards the exit and pause – remember the Teeth above? Go
ahead and zip up there and kill them for the bonus XP and to add them to your Teeth kills for this zone.
Exit the Office to the East Wing Corridor and move along to the corner where you will encounter another box of
three Dancing Teeth – and kill them. Now exit into the Main Hall and move forward and to the right around the
structure here. Behind it is a grate – rip it off of the wall and enter the structure to find the third patient interview tape
for The Scarecrow. Give that a listen and then notice that you picked up the bio for Catwoman at some point in this
section – good on ya! When you exit back to the game you should now receive the Achievement: 'Lateral Thinker'
(20 GP)!
There are three armed thugs in the room beyond the exit – but there are also Gargoyles ringing that room above, so
hit a Gargoyle and work your way to the far side of the room, where you can drop down and silently kill the first two
thugs. I am not sure if this always happens, but for me, when I took out the second thug the last one noticed that
something was wrong and ran back to the body of the first thug to investigate, at which point I zipped up to the
Gargoyle above to avoid detection. When the thug moved back into the open I did a glide kick and ground
takedown FTW.
As I headed for the door nearby I got my next upgrade – choosing the Multiple Frequency Detonator.
Exit into the Mansion Entrance Hall and you will be taunted by Harley – and notice that the security forcefield is no
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longer active on the main door. Follow the clues to the door and exit the Mansion now.
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Arkham East
As you exit the Mansion you should notice a pair of Dancing Teeth below you – go ahead and kill them now. Joker
makes a new announcement as you follow the DNA across the zone to the entrance of the Abandoned Tunnel –
which you enter. You get a little dialogue from the Joker's henchmen in which they speculate as to why Big J is
making your life easier, and you see that you need to zip up to the beam above.
From the beam, glide to the next beam and then to the ground – zip up over the next locked gate to the beam above
and you are now looking down at the group of thugs you need to take out – two armed gunners and four unarmed
thugs who are actually holding melee weapons.
How you deal with these guys is up to you – but having a pair with machineguns does not strike me as a good thing –
so I armed the Batgrapple and disarmed both of them so I would not have to deal with that. Technically you do not
have to take all of these thugs out – you just need to get past them and through the door – so you can avoid this fight
if you like – but I do not like :)
After you take these guys out, look to the left of where you entered and you will see a zip-point that you can go up
to. Inside this alcove is a weakened floor – blow that and drop down to grab another Riddler Trophy for some easy
XP. You can still get this if you decide not to take them out, but you should take out the gunners first.
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Arkham West
The Riddle for this zone is “Zsasz is counting on you finding his work” which you see as you come through the gate
here – we'll come back to that in a bit.
Ahead of you you should spy a group of unarmed enemy and a red armed thug (assuming you have Detective Mode
on – if not turn it on). The fastest way to deal with the armed thug is to look up and zip to the zip-point above you,
then zip to the one above that. Now glide down in the direction of the tower, angling away from his line of sight
and land at the base, walk around the back and under the catwalk, and zip up to the other side. Sneak up and
ninja-kill him – mischief managed! Kill the two Dancing Teeth here for some extra XP and drop to the ground.
Follow the DNA towards the dock house and when you get there duck inside and grab the patient interview tape –
the third Joker tape. Give it a listen and then step outside and zip to the roof and grab the Riddler Trophy there,
Walk to the stairs where the evidence continues – then keep walking past and look up for a zip-point that is below
the balcony where the group of thugs are – zip up and blow the wall here to scan message six for the Spirit of
Arkham, then drop back down and start taking out the thugs.
Note that there are a few with shock batons – so they should probably be targeted first – and this really is a time to
start using the explosive gel creatively if you want to make this easier. I find that laying down some gel on the
second landing of the stairs and then luring the thugs down is a good way, as you can then zip up to the balcony
and lay down another trap there. The thugs will conveniently come running back up after you – so win-win!
However you take them out – I still think blowing them up was cool – an orderly will appear on the scene and thank
you – telling you that the guards could not have held out much longer. I do not know about that – they seemed to be
doing pretty good before...
Before you head into the facility go back down towards the guard tower where we killed the armed thug and look
around in the bushes for the Riddler Trophy and grab it, then head back up the stairs and use your grapple on the
grate that is beside the door – zip up there go into the duct and grab yet another Riddler Trophy for a cumulative and
easy 400 XP!
Right now, back down to the door and let us enter the Cell Block!
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Cell Access
First we get the Riddle: “How do you reflect upon your successes and failures Batman?” We will get back to that in a
bit.
First go into Detective Mode and note the enemy ahead – then the interview tape on the nearby desk – grab the tape
(the first Zsasz tape) and give it a listen, then drop down into the duct in the hall and sneak on up to near the
enemy. There is one armed, two unarmed, so go ahead and pop out and ninja kill the armed thug, and melee the
other two into submission. Easy Peasy!
Head into the building and bang a u-turn to take the far side corridor into the back where you will find two Dancing
Teeth to kill. Head straight to the end of this corridor after killing the teeth to enter the bathroom on the right (the
women's bathroom) and find the large mirror at the end on the wall – stand in front of this and scan it to complete
the Riddle for this zone.
Now go into the men's room and hit the last stall on the right for a Riddler Trophy. As you exit notice the camera on
the wall that is following your every move? Yeah I had to Batarang that sucker – would not want Big J knowing I like
him watching, right?
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Main Cellblock
You get the Riddle: “Two People, One Voice, No Gun?” as you enter.
You did take out the pair of cameras in the hallway just before you entered the nut house, right? I know I did! Once
inside the Cell Block target the zip-point above the cages and zip up there, turn to your right and cross the catwalk to
the guard area. Directly across from where you entered on the wall is a display case with a Tommy Gun – scan that
to solved the Riddle.
Now turn to your left and kill the two Dancing Teeth here, then enter that area and pick up Zsasz's second Interview
Tape off of the desk on the right. Interesting listen that. There is a third Dancing Teeth in the narrow alcove here –
so go ahead and kill that now, and then retrace your steps back out to the top of the cages and drop down in the
back where there is a sally port with some DNA. Follow that and you will see a weakened wall on your left – blow
that to obtain a Riddler Trophy – and then exit that alcove and hot the door up the stairs that leads to The Green
Mile.
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The Green Mile
As you enter this area you get a CS with Poison Ivy – quite a well endowed evil strumpet even if she is crazy – and
after the CS you will get her Bio – so go ahead and check that out now :)
Now follow the DNA behind her cell and pass through the automatic door there and get the Riddle “A Case of
Mistaken Identity” - then move forward around the stair thing to the glass cell in the rear that has a mannequin and a
ghost in it – scan it to solve the riddle and then take the nearby stairs and climb to the first level – see that weakened
wall on the left? Blow that and get the Riddler Trophy off of the bed in this cell.
Now go back down and up the other stairs where the make voice has been screaming for help to get a CS in which
Harley and Ivy have a chat. Eventually Harley lets Ivy out. Big J says hello and some crazy minions are released.
You know they have some really cool CS's in this game!
After the CS cut the warden loose and have another CS with him in which he gives you the 4-1-1 and you get the
sequencer from him and load it into your decryption pad – now we have the ability to access restricted areas – go us!
So objective completed and a new objective – use the pad to unlock the security field below. Turn around and you
will see the orange interface box on the wall in the stairwell – use the decryption pad on that, adjusting the joysticks
until you get the frequency right and the box cooks off, turning off the field – pretty slick.
If you are having trouble with the sequence, what I noticed was that it got brighter and greener the closer it got to
good – so work in that direction.
Now head back the way you came towards the Green Mile – but do not go through the door yet. See those stairs to
the right? Go up them and to the end of the catwalk past the guy in the cell on your right to the second cell at the
end. Use the sequencer on the control box here and grab the Riddler Trophy, and now you can head back to where
Ivy's cell was.
As you pass her cell heading towards the other door a Lunatic will jump out and attack you – they can actually hurt
you if you let them so take him down as quick as you can.
As you enter you will get the Riddle“This room is the end of days for even the most celebrated killers” and it should
do a save. As you exit this corridor Harley makes an appearance in a CS – nice outfit but really bad makeup!
The floor in here is electrified – and it will hurt you! As soon as the CS with Harley ends IMMEDIATELY start running
along the wall to the right and snag the zip-point in the center of the room above – that is the guard walk area and if
you do this fast enough you will not take any damage from the floor – which is a good thing because there are thugs
up there you have to fight.
At the start of this fight none of the thugs are armed, but as the fight progresses one of them will try to open the gun
safe at one side or the other and arm himself – you should prevent that by beating him down as fast as you can.
Once you take out the guys that were already there Harley swings past and a second wave spawns – and again one
of them will try to get into the other gun safe – so go beat him down – or do what I did and Batgrapple him to disarm
him then kill him.
After you take out the second round of thugs Harley does a nifty acrobatic move and splits – so if you still want to
solve that Riddle you are going to need to avoid the electrified floor below! Head back along the catwalk into the
guard area, bang a left and find the control box here – use the sequencer on it to disable the electrified floor.
Drop down from the cell area and move to the door that leads to the other cell block (west on the map) and take out
the Lunatic here. Now kill the second Lunatic and enter the cell on the left side to get the Riddler Trophy. Now
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head back to the cell that was closest to where you entered – the one with all of the calendar pages on the floor – and
scan it to solve the Riddle.
Okay, there is a set of stairs in this room that exits to the Guard Room – which is not on your map just yet. Take the
stairs and enter the Guard Room and receive the Riddle: “Prometheus, Arkham Guards' most wanted and most
hated.”
Walk straight though here to the next door and enter that room for a CS of Harley, who is behind a glass wall. See
that control box to the left? Go hack it, then quickly run around to the other side and hack the other control box,
then run to where the guards are and switch to your Batarang and cut the two guards down – there is a timer on the
screen because that box near the first guard turned out to be a gas bomb so time is of the essence – and even mor3e
so because Harley just altered the timer to 30 seconds!
See that door nearby with the forcefield active on it? Run over and hack the control box and escape the gas with the
two guards for a short CS and an equipment upgrade. First kil the three Dancing Teeth here, then choose your
upgrade – I chose the Cryptographic Range Amplifier because I figure that will come in handy soon enough.
Follow the two guards down the side corridor here and grab Mr. Zsasz's third Patient Interview Tape and give that a
listen. I noticed after listening that we got the Bio's for Clayface, The Ventriloquist, and Calendar Man along the way
– spiffy!
Now there is a controller box on the way into this room – I went and hacked that anyway for the practice and just in
case the doors out could go active, then I hit the zip-point in this room and climbed up to find the weakened wall
and blew it with explosive gel.
Talk to Louie again – he repeats that it may take a while, so run back to the Main Cell Block and take out the Lunatic
here, then continue on through the other Cell Block to the door at the other end that is now open that leads to
Controlled Access.
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Controlled Access
You get the Riddle: “What has four walls, two sides, and an ex-DA?” as you enter, and you should see an enemy
ahead and above you as well. As you enter this area, go into the first cell on the right and scan the poster on the
wall – it says Vote For on it – to solve the Riddle. Now run to the end of the block and you will see a forcefield with
its control wire extending up top the ceiling – and a grate nearby where it goes in. Grapple the grate and pull it
down, and kill the Lunatic who falls down the open grate hole. Now zip up there.
Hack the control box up here and then turn around and grab the fourth Patient Interview tape for Mr. Zsasz, then run
over and take down the other Lunatic. BTW you should have picked up another Bio this one for Two Face – at
some point.
Along the right wall on the second floor are some weakened walls – go ahead and blow these now. The cell on the
left has a Riddler Trophy in it so grab that now, and then pop back up and go down to the first floor, that last area on
the left where the forcefield was that belonged to the control box we hacked. Inside here is the door to Extreme
Incarceration.
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Extreme Incarceration
You get the Riddle: “All alone in your cell? Why don't you break the ice with the most dangerous prisoners?” as you
enter. You get a CS and you now need to fight several waves of thugs before you get to take down Harley Quinn.
This is where knowing how to fight with the combo system is going to make your life a lot easier – if you are a button
masher, well, not so much.
Your best strategy for this fight is double-sided: you need to pay attention to the floor, and you need to keep your
eyes out for shock batons. I am going to explain that because if I do not, you will end up being frustrated by this
fight.
The Floor: is divided up into three zones, top left, top right, and bottom. Each of the zones has electrified flooring,
but the electricity is not on at the same time. I think Harley controls that. The doors that the thugs come through are
in the top left and right floor areas – they alternate spawning or at least that is how it worked for me. When the floor
starts to charge it lights up – and if there are any thugs on it at the time, they will run for the rail and jump to a
different floor in the zone. You need to do that too, because if you stand on the electric floor that is active, you get
fried.
Shock Batons: you should know already that you can NOT engage them while the have the baton – stun, attack, any
combo, does not matter, because you will take damage. You have to disarm them first, and that will be tricky
because they are with the other thugs, who you have to dodge and fight in the process, so BEFORE the fight starts,
select the Batgrapple as your weapon of choice for this fight.
Basic strategy: As the fight begins, prepare yourself – select the Batgrapple now. When the first wave spawns on the
top right or left, run towards them and climb the fence to that floor zone and engage them. The reason you are
doing that is – one: it gets you into action faster, and two: when the other set spawns they will have to drop down
and come up to where you are, giving you more time to take out the original thugs.
Spot the guy with the baton and grapple him immediately, pulling him towards you to disarm him. Once he is in
motion, the disarm sequence starts, double-tap A to dodge away from him so that you do not get hit by the baton –
which can happen – before he is completely disarmed.
Now go into melee combo mode – or mash buttons if that is what you do – and take out the thugs. By the time you
have them down to one or two the next wave should be arriving, so finish off the originals as quick as you can,
orient on the next wave, and disarm the baton wielder. You may need to change floor zones at this point, because
Harley will be mashing buttons of her own!
Obviously this fight is difficult – it is a boss fight after all – and I tried it both ways, using the combo system and button
mashing, and I have to observe that button mashing is almost completely luck, and being truthful, I was not able to
win this fight button mashing. Using the combo system I was able to win the fight in one try, which says a lot for
how workable the combat system is in the game despite what the critics have said!
Once you take out the last thug, you get a CS in which Harley attempts to flee – and you catch her and remove a list
of names from her dainty woman bits, and scan her fingerprint and DNA off of her hand. You then lock her in a cell,
and she gives away the Joker's location without meaning to. You are now well on your way to the end game, so pat
yourself on the back and enjoy the Achievement you just earned: 'Solitary Confinement' (25 GP) for capturing and
locking up Harley Quinn!
Before you head on your way – remember the Riddle for this area? Walk over to the pointy icicles sticking out the
the edge of the floor – stand facing the ice on the far wall in front of those and scan it for the solution to the Riddle.
Excellent bonus points and away we go!
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Turn towards the wall with the doors and the cage control booth Harley was in and take the door in the middle on
the map – a few steps inside and you will see a desk on the left with a map – grab that. Now continue on and around
to the left and take the stairs up to the control booth Harley was in and grab the last Patient Interview tape for Mr.
Zsasz and give it a listen.
By the way you should have picked up the Bio for Mr. Freeze from that last Riddle we solved – I know I did :)
Inside the control cage on the left is a control box for you to hack – once you hack it a nearby door is opened
revealing a Trophy so go ahead and run down and up the ramp to the other side and grab it from Cell 5 for 200 XP
and an upgrade! I chose Auto Proximity Detonation as my next upgrade.
There is a weakened wall in this cell as well, so use your gel to blow it, and then scan the stone in here for the
seventh Spirit of Arkham message.
As the door to this cell has closed on you while you were inside, look up and you will see a zip point that leads to a
narrow ledge with another weakened wall. Spray on your gel and drop down to detonate it, then zip back up to
make your escape – well done!
It is time to leave now, so retrace your previous route – if you have not already killed the pair of Dancing Teeth in the
main entrance to the control wing do that on the way to the door to Controlled Access, then kill the three Dancing
Teeth that are around the corner just inside Controlled Access. Continue along this route through the door to the
Main Cell Block, and then take an immediate right turn and go through the door here that leads to a hall that has a
Lunatic in it.
Take out the Lunatic and continue on into the Cell Access area, and finally make the jog around that hall where
another Lunatic will drop out of the ceiling on you – and you take him out too. As you head for the exit of the
Penitentiary to Arkham Island West if you are in Detective Mode you should see another Lunatic crouching down in
the floor duct waiting for you – and as you approach he will pop out to attack. Just be ready with Counter (Y) and
then do a quick and painless ground takedown on him.
I do not know about you but it was a relief to get out of here for me!
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Arkham West 2
As you exit you should see a Lunatic attacking an orderly ahead of you – run over and take him out now. You will
hear Joker addressing his troops on the PA about now, and you should see quite a few Lunatics below on the
grounds as well. You can go ahead and take them out for the XP now if you like – I did – and then head for the gate
to Arkham North.
After you take out the trio of Lunatics straight ahead, hack the control box on the guard bunker here and collect the
Riddler Map – then take out the fourth Lunatic who should be nearby now. Zip up to the balcony by the door to
Medical and use your Batarang to knock the Lunatic down who is clinging to the sign – he should end up
unconscious if you do it right. Now look out across the area to the right – you should see a Lunatic in the guard
tower – so glide in that direction, zip up and do a quick takedown on him, which should account for all of the loose
Lunatics in the zone!
If you look at the map you will see a ? near the corner of the Medical Facility and, in Detective Mode, you should
easily spot the control box there. Run over and hack it, and a lift raises that gives you access to the Trophy there –
which will also get you the Harley Quinn Character Trophy as well. See the ? on the side of the facility above?
Zip up to the center section and then glide towards the side (the side facing the harbor) and you should get a fail
with a rescue zip that puts you on that wing – which is a quicker way of doing this. Now run around the side of the
building on the roof there and pick up the Riddler Trophy that is sitting nicely waiting for you – and unlock the
Batmobile Character Trophy! Bonus!
If you check the map, by the docks there are several green ?'s floating around – so let us head in that direction now.
On the roof of the dockhouse is a Riddler Trophy – grab that – and then drop down and go inside to get the third
Patient Interview Tape for The Joker. Give the tape a listen while you pat yourself on the back for all this bonus XP,
and then take another look at the map.
There should be three floating green ?'s by the entrance to the Penitentiary – head over there now. Zip up top the
upper balcony, and then to the zip point above the sign and you will find a security forcefield blocking your way –
target the control box inside and hack it, then go in and grab the Riddler Trophy off of the floor inside. Move to the
three guards sitting dead at the table and target the cards to solve the Riddle for this Zone – after all Zsasz IS counting
on you, right? The other two nearby we can collect later – so check the map and see the ones near the entrance to
North Arkham?
The one on your right as you approach is a Riddler Trophy down in the ravine by the water fall – just drop down and
grab it. Now zip back up and then zip to the ledge above the exit to North Arkham to grab another Riddler Trophy
here.
Alright, drop down and hit the gate to North Arkham!
As you enter the sally port here, look up and see the zip-point? Zip up there and you will see a glowing orange duct
grate above – grapple it and rip it off the wall and then zip up and collect the Riddler Trophy inside and the
Achievement: 'Mystery Solver' for (20 GP). Don't bother actually trying to enter North Arkham here – the other gate
in the sally port is locked. Instead had back out the way you came and head for the gate to the Cave System. There
are a couple Lunatics for us to take out as we zip over the locked gates here, and then exit into Arkham East.
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Arkham East 2
Lots of targets here – including two directly ahead – so go ahead and take them out, and then come back to the
bunker in the middle of the area here and hack its control box. Inside you will grab a Riddler Trophy that unlocks
Poison Ivy's Character Trophy, and a Riddler Map. As you exit the bunker there should be one or two additional
Lunatics who have honed in on you – so take them out now.
Head south to the small dock and grab the Riddler Trophy here, then head east to the Mansion, where there is a
plethora of collectible items.
As you approach the entrance head to the left on the terrace and you will find a weakened panel on the ground –
blow that to get a Riddler Trophy. To the east is a zip-point that will get you over the gate nearby, and let you drop
down into the courtyard below. Run straight back and zip up to the balcony in the back and claim the Riddler
Trophy that is stashed behind the column here.
Move back the balcony rail and target the zip point above and to your right, and once on the roof turn and move to
the back and claim the Riddler Trophy sitting here. To the south is a pagoda-like tower with ledges running around it
– zip up to the first ledge and then move to the rear of the building and zip up to the next smaller ledge above. Now
move along this ledge to the front and pick up the Riddler Trophy here and unlock Victor Zsasz's Character Trophy
in the bargain!
Take Note: Where you are standing right now is the top of the Clock Tower – this is important because this is also
the only place where you can launch and glide to earn the Achievement: 'Night Glider' (5 GP). Don't do that now!
If you look to the south on the top ledge of the Clock Tower you should see a large Riddler mark on the roof below
that lacks its bottom dot. Now look down at the ledge and you will see a dot! Line up the dot with the mark on the
roof and scan it to solve the Riddle. Now run around to the other side of the Clock and look across the bay for the
building with the big W on it and E N T below that. Zoom in on the W and scan it to solve another Riddle “Gotham's Greatest Family Towers over the City.”
Scanning this second Riddle should unlock your next upgrade – I chose Batarang Power – obviously the Batarang is
our next upgrade project :)
The other two ?'s are not convenient at the moment so point yourself in the general direction of the North Arkham
Gate and take a running jump off of the ledge and glide glide glide! You should land almost smack in front of the
gate and unlock the Achievement! Was that easy or what?!
From where you landed, run around to the other side of the Botanical Garden and find the little shed/structure – go
inside and grab the Riddler Trophy there and unlock Frank Boles' Character Trophy, then exit the shed and move
ahead and a little to the left into the graveyard and you should find a dug up grave with a coffin in it – scan this to
solve the Riddle for this part of the Zone.
Now run all the way to the back and right of the Gardens (look for the round part of the building with a rounded spit
of land on the map) and grab the Riddler Trophy that is laying on the ground here – then as you run back along the
building as you approach the side of the stairs you should see a weakened wall section – blow that with your gel and
go inside to scan message eight of the Spirit of Arkham series – which also should be the last of the ?'s in this part of
the zone.
If you check your Bio's the Riddle where you targeted the building with the W will have unlocked Bruce Wayne's
Bio – go ahead and check that out now. How about that, we are among other things an expert escape artist – but I
have to wonder why that would be in Bruce Wayne's bio – shouldn't it be only in Batmans?
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Right then, exit this alcove, run along the fence to the gap and circle back around, heading up the stairs to the
Botanical Garden and go through the door.
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The Botanical Gardens
We are standing in the Glasshouse Entrance – and ahead of us are a pair of armed thugs. On the ground you should
see the first fingerprint match and some Dancing Teeth – go ahead and kill the Teeth, then start following the clues.
Ahead of you as you follow the clues you should see two guards unconscious on and by a bench – stop and scan
them to solve the Riddle for here – “Is the Number Up for these Guards?”
So there are two armed thugs – how do you want to handle this? Well, okay you can do that I guess, but I am just
going to run down the stairs and beat them senseless – you should too! And now that you have, hack the control box
here to unlock the security forcefield and then don't go through the door. Instead turn around and head back down
the left side (not the side of the area with the fingerprints) and pick up the first Patient Interview tape for Poison Ivy
and give it a listen. Okay, now you can go through the door :)
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Botanical Glasshouse
As you enter you get the Riddle: “What time is tea time in Wonderland?” and you see a nice group of armed thugs
spread around the area. There is also a convenient ring of Gargoyles above – you know where this is going, right?
Zip up to the Gargoyle on the right and wait for the thug to walk beneath you and string 'em up! Soon as you do,
zip away to another Gargoyle so you do not get spotted. I have to admit I get a perverse enjoyment from stringing
these guys up – and I know it takes extra time to wait for them to get into position, but their reaction is just priceless!
Once I had them down to two left, I figured that was enough hanging around, but I want to offer a word of caution to
you – two armed enemy is two too many – those assault rifles they have will do serious damage to you if you are
careless and let them draw a bead on you! Your best strategy is to wait until one of the remaining thugs is on the
level below the other – that gives you enough time to easily glide kick and then ground takedown the one on the
upper level and zip back to the Gargoyle before the other can make it up the ladder to see what is happening. Once
he is up the ladder and approaching his downed comrade, repeat the glide kick and ground takedown for an easy
KO. Good on ya!
You will be following the fingerprints again, but before you head out, in the north part of the trail of prints there are
some grates that you walk on and that you can enter by doing RT A – open one up and drop down to pick up a
Riddler Trophy and 200XP, and then turn around and drop down into the fountain in the center of the room. In the
NNW corner of the fountain is a weakened wall – go ahead and blow that then enter the duct inside on the left and
get another Riddler Trophy and 200 XP.
Now walk back to the door we entered from, and stand facing into the room – look to your left and you will see a
short flight of metal stairs – go up those stairs and then under the arch ahead and look to the left on the wall for a
stone shelf with a tea set on it. Scan the tea set to solve the Riddle for this room.
On the west wall is a door (not the north door where the fingerprint trail leads) that opens in to the Statue Corridor –
the glowing wires on the floor when you are in Detective Mode disappear under this door. Go ahead and open it
and go in.
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Statue Corridor
As you enter you get the Riddle: “Remember the Wayne's? How could anyone forget?”
Switch your active weapon to Batarang and kill the Dancing Teeth directly ahead of you by the bench – then run to
the bench and scan it to solve the Riddle for this room. Now run around behind the planter and kill another
Dancing Teeth, and pick up the second Patient Interview tape for Poison Ivy. Give that tape a listen, and then check
your Bio collection – you should now have one for the Mad Hatter! Only 14 left to collect mate!
Follow the wires on the floor and you will see a door with another Dancing Teeth by it – kill the Teeth and then
move through the door into the Glasshouse Generator Room – where you will find a group of thugs holding a
hostage tied to a chair.
Most of the thugs can be taken out the usual way, but one of them has a weapon and needs to be stunned first before
you can take him down. Go ahead and beat them senseless, and then go to the hostage on the chair – who turns out
to be Carl Todd, the Arkham Janitor!
There are gas canisters here tied into the ventilation system – and the generators – and if you examine them you will
see that they are booby-trapped and you probably should not mess with them! Zip up to the catwalk above to find a
security forcefield protecting a door here – pull out your handy BatPDA and hack the control box inside now.
Go inside the now open room and grab the Riddle Map on the stack of papers to the right, then grab the Riddler
Trophy on the desk on the left side of the room. Other than some funny graffiti on the walls there is nothing else we
need here now. Remember the gas device below that says it will release the toxin if tampered with? Yeah well, I
cannot leave well enough alone.
Just like a control box, you can hack this, but the frequency changes several times so you have to be persistent – but
eventually you will succeed in disabling it. Now pick up Poison Ivy's third Patient Interview tape on the console to
the left of the chair and give it a listen, and then retrace your steps back to the main room and head for the door at
the end of the trail of fingerprints.
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The Flooded Corridor
As you enter this area you get the Riddle: “The Rat Catcher needed more than just his charm to lead his army.”
As you enter you get a brief CS with The Joker in which you warn him, and he exits, setting off an explosive charge
that blocks the corridor he took. If you switch on Detective Mode while you are crossing the room you will note the
glowing duct grate to the left of the debris – but be sure you kill the two Dancing Teeth before you you rip the grate
off the wall and exit the room.
Moving through the duct you will notice at the right turn a section of the floor that is barred grate – looking down
into it you should see a gas mask and a pair of rubber gloves – scan these to solve the Riddle for this area!
As you approach the end of the duct it splits – take the right turn and grab the Riddler Trophy and then double back
and continue on, and kick the grate out, dropping down into the Ventilation system room. You should spot the
weakened wall ahead – gel it and blow it to pass through, and then take the door here to the Abandoned Chamber.
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Abandoned Chamber
As you enter this room you get the Riddle: “This challenge can only be seen by those with a different view on life.”
A quick peek at the map should indicate that you have some work to do here! First thing we will do is follow the
balcony to the left and jump across, then go down the stairs and left to the corner where there is section of the big
beamworks that you can climb and drop down into the water below. Follow that around behind the foundation
here and there is a floor grate you can open and drop into – do that now.
Move the the other end of this narrow tunnel and open the grate, pop up and snag the Riddler Trophy here. Now
drop back down and move through the duct and back out where we originally entered, then
walk to the right and drop down into the sewer and look to the south (right) and you will see a culvert you can
crouch and move through. Do that now, and at the end is a Riddler Trophy! Now retrace your steps back to the
grate we exited above and then run around to the front of this structure and take the stairs up, then the stairs to the
right ahead of you.
Now head across and to the left as if we were leaving, doing a running jump to the ledge over the gap where the exit
door is – but instead of taking the door, look to the left – and do a running jump to the platform there, then move to
the end and hit A to climb – and shimmy around this ledge. As you reach the water fall-like drain a dead body drops
down from a pipe above – freaky eh? Climb up and turn to face out – get a good running jump and land on the
platform opposite you.
Follow this platform to the right and at the end on the left turn on Detective Mode and you will see a glowing orange
cable holding up a section of catwalk – pull out your Batarang and cut that cable! Excellent! Now you have a
catwalk to Batwalk!
As you step onto the catwalk you will see the end section of the brick arch on your left – face this and you have the
option to climb – so do that, and then shimmy around until you can climb up on to the top of the arch. Now crouch
down and walk under the low section to the north and then stand when you get trough and look down at the floor –
you see part of a question mark? The other part is on a level below.
What you need to do is carefully position yourself and line up the two parts so that they form the completed mark –
and then scan it to solve this Riddle! It may take some finessing on your part to do this, but rest assured you CAN do
it. Yes You Can! Now look to the right and you will see another ledge with a Riddler Trophy – take a running jump
and grab the ledge, pull yourself up and snag that Trophy and 200 XP Easy Peasy!
That is all that we can do here for now, so head for the exit door in the north wall and use it to enter the next part of
the Flooded Corridor.
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Flooded Corridor 2
As you enter this area you get the Riddle: “Is this a tribute to what a mad dog left behind?”
Two quic climbs and a zip into a duct finds you fighting a pair of thugs who were putting the beatdown on Jordan
Fraser – once you take them down, talk to Jordan – who tells you about the orderlies being held hostage by The Joker
– and you get a new objective.
Follow the print trail down the stairs and grab the fourth Patient Interview tape for Poison Ivy and give it a listen, and
then check your Bio's for the new one on The Ratcatcher – and only 13 to go! The points you just got should have
earned you your next upgrade – I went with the Armor Upgrade V1.
See the statue here with no head? Move around to the front of it and zoom in on the dedication plate mounted on
its pedestal – then scan it to solve the Riddle for this area. Now take the door here to the Aviary.
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The Aviary
As you enter you get the Riddle: “There's no closet in the Gardens, so someone is using the roof instead.”
As you move forward a few steps you should get a CS showing you the room ahead – note the bad guy with the
collar – makes me wish I had chosen the Sonic Batarang upgrade now...
The thing about this fight is simple – you cannot be seen or detected – or the hostages die. You need to take out the
henchmen leader without being detected or setting off any of the collars – so maybe not having the sonic tool is a
bonus?
As you exit the CS you are crouched by the wall – so re-enter Detective Mode and watch the nearest thug – when he
is looking away move forward to the grate on the floor and open it, dropping down into the duct. Follow the duct to
the end, make sure no one is looking directly at you, then exit the duct and move to the far right to the bench there
and collect the last Patient Interview tape for Poison Ivy. Once you give that a good listen, turn around and look up –
see that zip point there?
When the guard to your left is looking to HIS right, zip up to the ledge and you will find a duct grate. Quietly rip
that off the wall and enter the duct, and stop. This is a good place to rest for a second if you need to relax your
hands. Now carefully ease out of the duct and move to the left – see the skeleton hanging half out of the wall?
Zoom in on that and scan it to solve the Riddle for this area and get the Bio for Killer Moth!
Now look to the NE (your left) and you will see a small area above the guard that is below you that you can glide to
and land on – do that – and you will see that this passes through to the area where another guard is patrolling a
catwalk. When he turns around drop down and move to the base of the catwalk, and crouch – as long as he is not
heading towards you – meaning he is on the outbound leg of his patrol, target the zip point over your head and zip
up so you are hanging off of the edge of the catwalk he is patrolling.
You need to shimmy along his platform to the other end where his patrol point stops and he turns to come back.
You can be hanging off of the edge when he walks past and as long as you do not move, he will not detect you.
Wait for him to pass, shimmy the rest of the way, and drop down on the ledge here where you will find another duct
grate to rip off the wall!
Enter the duct and follow it to the end then zip up several ledges and enter a narrow tunnel that puts you at a trap
door above the thug in the control room. Wait until he turns his back and then take him out with a silent kill. You
are now above all of the other guys, so take them out on your way down and you get the CS of the hostages being
secured. Go You!
Don't forget to go back to the Control Room and take out the two Dancing Teeth here for the 10 Teeth Riddle
completion – and then head back down – on the way you will note some fingerprints on a sort of metal plate wall that
you can open – when you open it you will spot another one of the Gas Bombs – so go ahead and hack it, then hack
it, then hack it again to destroy it! Good on ya mate! Another objective done!
Now take two steps south and then turn to your right – where you will see a secret door – or not see it, either way it is
there despite it being all dark and spooky. This is the entrance to the Titan Production Facility – and guess who is
inside with a pair of thugs? Yes, it is Big J himself!
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Titan Production Facility
Your objective is to destroy this place – but as the CS progresses you will discover that this is not going to be as easy
as it might have... Joker shoots the two thugs with darts loaded with the mixture, turning them into Titans. You have
to kill them, you know that, right?
So, this is a boss fight – you have to keep that in mind – and it requires you to be very quick on your feet because you
are facing two Titans. The strategy is really simple: when they make a run at you do a quick Batarang throw to blind
them – and dodge out of the line of attack. They will slam into the wall, at which point you beat on them a few times
and then dodge away, rinse and repeat.
Bear in mind that every now and then one will throw a chunk of wall at you while the other is charging you and you
can end up getting double-hit when that happens – so do not let it happen. Every time they hit the wall they damage
themselves. Every time you beat on them they get damaged. While that is good, it does not change the amount of
damage that they can do to you – remember this: a wounded Titan is just as dangerous as a healthy one!
In addition to the regular damage that you can do, when you do enough damage to a Titan, they will be temporarily
stunned – down on all four's with little stars whirling around their head is how this looks. When they are like this,
you can actually jump on their back and have limited control over them, allowing you to use one to damage the
other. This is not required – you can simply dance around and take them out without doing this, but it is rather fun
so you should try it at least once...
After you take down the two Titans you get the completed objective and a chunk of XP, and the Achievement:
“Double Trouble” (25 GP) and a new objective: Synthesize an anti-Titan compound.
You need to retrace your steps because the elevator that Joker used is not working. Move to the now barred door
and hack the control box, then jump back because the Bat Jet is coming through the roof! After it crashes through, a
pod is ejected to the floor – and when you examine it you receive the Line Launcher – another tool and a timely one –
because you need it to get out of here!
Right, now use the Line Launcher to get to the small alcove on the right inside the next room – and grab the Riddler
Trophy here to unlock another challenge. Now use the Launcher to head back to the other side and then to the door
to the Aviary. Run through there and into the main room (the Flooded Corridor) and run down the south corridor
until you get to a bench with action figures on it – and scan it to solve the Riddle for this area.
Now run back to the main room and stop at the gap where the west corridor should be – and take out your Line
Launcher. Zip across to the other end and grab the Riddler Trophy here to clear the items for this area – and unlock
the Challenge “Shock and Awe.” Kill the three Dancing Teeth here now.
There is a door at the end of the hall here – and as you walk through it you get a CS in which you have a chat with
Poison Ivy! She gives you the 4-1-1 you were seeking, and points you towards the lair of Killer Croc and a pair of
new objectives: Collect Plant Spore from Croc's Lair, and talk to Aaron Cash in the Arkham Mansion.
As you return to the big gap you will see a large crowd of thugs on the other side – 8 of them! There are a few ways
you can deal with them: zip across with the Line Launcher and beat them down, but that is you vs. 8 so think about
that first. The other way is to use your Grapple to jerk a few into the gap, killing them. I was able to do that to six of
them, so there was only two left when I zipped across, and they were a clap and a whistle to take down.
As you enter the Abandoned Chamber look down at the duct/tunnel we used earlier to get inside the base structure
to get the Trophy – see that Lunatic hiding there? Drop down and he will pop-out, and you can take him down.
Now head for the exit, make your way through the chambers and duct, and as you exit back into the Flooded
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Corridor you should see a pair of thugs at the far door. Use the Line Launcher to zip over and take them out in a
snap, and then hit the door to the Botanical Glasshouse.
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Botanical Glasshouse 2
As we enter here we discover that the group of armed thugs is back – roh nohs! There is one directly ahead of you
on the other side of the planter, so crouch down and ninja-kill him. Now that he is down, head up to a Gargoyle
and begin strategically stringing up the other armed thugs.
As you take the last thug out you will get your next upgrade – I chose Armor Upgrade V2!
Now head into the Statue Corridor really quick (the door to it is on the east) and run to the bench in here and scan it
to solve the Riddle for this area and get the Bio of Thomas Wayne / Martha Wayne as part of your reward. Run back
to the Glasshouse and take the south door to exit into the Glasshouse Entrance.
Look around the fountain for the four Dancing Teeth and kill them, then get the animation at the exit – uh oh, looks
like The Joker has been busy with that Titan formula – and this does not look good!
Drop down into the pit that the roots opened up at the exit and then turn around and scan the stone here to receive
the ninth message of the Spirit of Arkham. After you give that a listen, check out the Bio of Humpty Dumpty you
now have – hey that means there are only ten Bio's left!
Now follow the sewer here to a duct you can zip up to and exit on the other side, where you can reach the exit
door.
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Arkham East 3
As you enter Arkham East you get a CS that shows just how much the plants have mutated – and when you turn on
Detective Mode you will see that there are four unarmed henchmen in the zone. Well, what are you waiting for?
Let's go get them!
When you get to the bottom of the stairs destroy the pod here (using A), and then move on to the next target. Run
from pod to pod, taking them out quickly and killing the Lunatics as you encounter them. You want to make the
pods a priority as they shoot out biological weapons that can hurt you.
The last pod is up on the upper level below the catwalk, and after you take it out, zip up to the catwalk and hack the
control box at the end that powers the shield there. Inside this room on the left on a desk is the fourth Patient
Interview tape for The Joker – grab that and give it a listen.
Note the poster on the wall that reads “Quincy Sharp's Arkham” - nice.
Grab the Riddler Trophy on the left here, and then exit, and run to the entrance of the Mansion. Remember, the way
in here is through the duct above the main entrance, so zip up there and then zip up into the duct, and drop down
on the balcony here. You cannot just run ahead because there is gas on the lower level, so what you need to do is
glide to the left and land on the stairs there, avoiding the super-sized plants.
Move to the door and enter the Main Hall – uh oh, more gas!
There is a ledge above you – you can either zip up or step into the gas so it gives you the RB escape option, and you
end up there. Now glide to the catwalk on the left side of the room, and then run along it to the end and climb over,
running to the back of the room where you can talk to Zach Franklin. You can talk to Kevin – who is sitting at the
desk near Cash, then talk to Cash for the CS in which he tells you how to get to Croc's Lair.
Okay – I am an idiot... Seriously. I mean I must be an idiot to forget about the Line Launcher, right? Well I did – and
while you can get to Cash the way I described above, a smarter way would be to zip up to the ledge and glide to
the catwalk on the right, and run to the center of it where the railing is missing. Now use your Line Launcher and
zip across the room to the other catwalk, run to the end and drop onto the stairs below, where you can casually
stroll over and talk to Cash. Now just reverse what you did and you are back at the door and ready to exit!
To exit the Entrance Hall, get the the ledge above you and use your Line Launcher to zip across to the exit door and
then hit the door to Arkham Island East, zip up top the duct and drop down outside – whew, his was harder than a
run to Mickey-D's for chips!
Right then, glide towards the gate to Arkham North and pass through, and note the large group of guards ahead. Oh
Snap! They are not guards, they are thugs. Looks like it is beatdown time! By now you should be really good at
handling groups – if not, remember that as soon as you see the lightning bolts come out of a thugs head either
counter or dodge away by double tapping A. Simpatico!
With the thugs dead and your health restored – come on you do not expect me to believe you never took a single hit
do you? Head for the other gate – and enter Arkham North.
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Arkham North 2
You see the Riddle: “Tweedledum and Tweedledee SAW it, can you SEE it?” as you enter the zone. You also see that
the plants pods are here as well, and in the CS you see that there is a sniper you need to worry about.
So first thing's first – the sniper... Sort of...
Head to the left until you reach the wall that blocks access to the left side path along the edge of the building and zip
over it, kill the plant pod here and then hit the zip point to the balcony and then the zip point to the roof. Now
target the guard tower across from you with your Line Launcher, zip to it, then target the door behind the sniper with
your Line Launcher and zip to it, drop down next to the sniper and take him out. Kill the three Dancing Teeth here,
then zip back to the Guard Tower with your Launcher so we can take care of the vermin below before we continue
on with the mission!
Start by taking out the Lunatics and pods as you find them but be methodical about this. As you work your way to
the north, stop at the teeter-totter and scan that to solve the Riddle for this area, unlocking their Bio entry as part of
your reward. See that security forcefield to the left of the gate? Zip up there and hack the control box for a Riddler
Trophy and the Arkham Inmates Character Trophy – sweet!
Now look to the building on your right as you exit this room – there is a window with a zip-point so zip to that and
hey! A stone! Scan it to get the tenth message from The Spirit of Arkham and give that a listen, then check your map
– still some ?'s dancing around!
Hit the zip-point to the wrecked floor above, then scoot around to the door to the access corridor and take it, then
immediately turn around and go back and you will get the Riddle: “Now I see it, now you don't.” Arkham North has
more than one Riddle!
To get this one, move back to the broken floor and drop all the way to the ground, then exit the building through the
arch and immediately turn around. If you look up you will see that the top half of a question mark is on the bottom
of the arches capstone, and the bottom half of the mark is on the bottom of that broken floor. Line them up and scan
to solve this Riddle!
Zip back up to the Access Corridor door and go through, then turn around and re-enter Arkham North to get the
Riddle: “Lets face it, there are two Dents on the wall.” You might be wondering why I keep having you zone in and
out, right? Well the reason is to force a complete save so that if you end up getting killed you do not lose your
progress. In theory every time you get something you get a save, but in practice sometimes it doesn't really save –
whereas zoning is a guaranteed full save so... Better safe than having to wonder what Riddle/item we got and now
do not got, right?
Now exit the ruins and run south and you will see two guard houses on either side of the path – the one you want is
on the right (west) and has an active security forcefield on it. Hack that and go inside, target the posters on the wall
and scan them to solve the Riddle. Now turn around and pick up the Patient Interview tape on the desk – this is the
final tape for The Joker! Give that a listen, and then exit the guard shack and look to the left – see the guard tower
there?
Zip up to the catwalk of the guard tower – not the roof – and then load your Line Launcher and target the alcove
above the weakened wall section on the building to the west and zip across to pick up a Riddler Trophy. There is
another Trophy behind that weakened wall but we cannot get that right now.
Finish off the rest of the pods and any Lunatics that you missed, then zip to the top of the east guard tower – the one
with the searchlight on top, face north and turn on Detective Mode. See that glint of orange on top of the cliff there?
That is a Riddler Trophy! Do a running glide and land right next to it, and pick it up for an easy 200 XP and that is it
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for here for now. Head back to the tower we just glided off of but this time use its catwalk and target the sniper's
perch with your Line Launcher. Zip across and enter the Maintenance Access room.
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Maintenance Access 2
As you enter this area you will notice seismic disturbances on a regular basis – and three grates you can tear open –
the first one on the right leads to another in a sort of maze – and when you come out if you go around to your left
you can get the Riddler Trophy inside this cage for 200 XP and another unlocked challenge. As you re-enter the
duct turn right and you will exit the duct in the area of the third grate, so just climb up and drop down, then climb
again to reach that duct grate and pull it off of the wall.
Pass through this duct and at the other end turn on Detective Mode to spot the enemies ahead – then remove the
grate blocking the entrance. They are not in this room so you do not have to be sneaky here, just head into the
larger duct to the right, then drop down and take the small duct to the left for a CS in which thugs are planting
explosives on the Gargoyles. That was kinda funny, wasn't it?
A few more steps forward and you change areas.
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Intensive Treatment Lobby
As you enter the area you get the Riddle: “A puzzle has many sides, but only some are visible.”
As you can see the area is crawling with armed thugs – and there is no real easy step-by-step for this, because you
have to take them all down and you cannot afford to let any of them shoot you, because hey, getting shot hurts!
There are a few tips you should be aware of – the first is that when you take one of the thugs down, Joker can detect
it since they are all wearing collars. So as soon as you take one down, get away from their body, because Joker is
going to send the rest of the thugs running towards that location.
Basic strategy here is silent takedowns ninja style, though if you get one of the thugs in an isolated position you can
take them out any way you like – just remember to clear the area quickly. Avoid the Gargoyles because the bombs
on them have proximity detonation capability – which means they will go off when they sense you. There is a
floor-grate ductwork in the control booth you can use strategically – I took three of the thugs out using that.
Once you have them all down, go to the control booth and hack the box that is booby trapped with gas to disable
that threat and unlock the two forcefields that lead to the north into the Cell Block Transfer.
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Cell Block Transfer
As you enter the area you get the Riddle: “Hook up with the relatives before you are transferred out of here.”
I took the door on the right, and after I entered I turned around and Bataranged the surveillance camera, then hacked
the control box here. Head up the stairs into this guard booth and do a close-in focus on the framed photo on the
desk, then scan it to solve this Riddle!
Exit the both and continue on down the hall for a cinematic CS of The Joker driving the Batmobile with you as
prisoner – and then yes, you are The Joker! Well for a few minutes anyway :) Escort Batman along the corridor – say
does Harley have the Tart Walk down cold or what? When you reach the end of the corridor, you become you
again, and Scarecrow gives you an exam – ewww. Finally Big J shoots you in the head – yeah that was supposed to
happen. When you hit A to “retry” you will be back in form, but in another twilight zone area.
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Scarecrow Battle
Yes I agree this is getting old – the first one was fun but these are really just the same recycled theme, but then again,
it is the Scarecrow after all – he was not what I would call the most villainous of villains in the comics, so it is par for
the course.
Okay, head straight and bridge the gap, then turn right and walk to the corner and use the Line Launcher to cross
this bigger gap – and mind the swinging metal thing won't you? On the other side you get a mini-CS – yes this is a
Scarecrow Scanning Event – so try not to get spotted, right?
Timing is everything on this first stage – as soon as he starts swinging his eyes back to the right, run with A pressed
down, jump the small gap and climb to the next level, where you will encounter some summoned skeletal warriors –
I feel like I am playing Everquest II here :)
Once you have the skellies down, wait for him to begin sweeping right and RUN. When you reach the compressor
thing midway along the path after the turn, crouch down behind it and when he sweeps back to the left, finish your
run to the next cover area.
Timing is everything here – when he sweeps to the right run and jump the gap and then crouch down and move
along the front of the tableau scene here until you reach the far corner, then wait for him to sweep left and run along
this towards him, turn right, jump that gap and take cover by the screens.
When he sweeps right run and climb up and take cover by the next screen and you are safe. The next bit is more
tricky – you need to use the moving metal thing as cover – so wait for it to be lined up right and run with it as it
moves back to the right. That was easier than it looked, right?
The next bit is a little tricky but you should not have much trouble – when he sweeps right run and climb, crouch
behind the cover and wait for him to sweep back before running onto the lift here, which will then move down.
There is a zip point above for you to zip to – time it well though so you do not get seen.
So there is the Batlight – this is almost over! Well, not so much really. As you approach the light Scarecrow taunts
you and the platform collapses. You land below in a cage like area and more Skellies spawn – you defeat them, and
a Skeelie Titan spawns. That is okay, we know how to take them out, right? Use a quick Batarang as it charges and
it is toast. Ah, but Scarecrow has some more mischief up his sleeve, and now Skellies AND a Skellie Titan spawn.
In my experience you are better off concentrating on the regular skeletal thugs first, take them all out, and then take
out the Titan. It works best that way.
With that done, approach the light you can actually reach and you get a CS in which Scarecrow gets Batbeamed and
then you get to hold him by the throat for a second before he runs off making big threats. At this point you get a
checkpoint save, and your next upgrade – I chose Armor Upgrade V3 since I am following a theme, and you can
too! Or the Twin Batarang, that would be good too.
The last thing we need to note for here is that you will have earned the Achievement: 'Resist the Fear' for (50 GP).
Wow, 50 GP, it hardly feels right...
Head up the hall and hit the door why don't you?
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Secure Transit
As you enter this area you get the Riddle: “Dr. Jonathan Crane plans on elevating fear to new depths.”
There is a door with a set of stairs to the right – run up there and you will find the third Patient Interview tape for
Harley Quinn, so give that a listen. About midway down the shaft in the north wall you will notice a duct grate with
a Riddler Trophy behind it – go ahead and rip that off the wall and take a running jump to get in the duct and grab it
for 200 bonus XP. Bonus!
Exit the duct and drop all the way to the bottom, then head around the shaft to the stairs – you can see that this leads
to the three thugs near the gas booby trap above. Sneak up and ninja the one with the SMG then take the one on the
left out quickly. The one on the right is a knife thug, so you need to stun him before you take him out. When you
have done that, hack the booby trap to disable it and open the blast door at the bottom of the shaft.
As you drop down on to\the top of the elevator you should be aware of the group of thugs – unarmed at the moment,
but whether they stay that way is up to you! There are two gun safes in this area, and they will actively try to open
them, get an SMG and blow you away – see that they fail in that right?
Standard mob-fighting combos apply, remember do dodge if more than one get the lightning bolts over their head at
the same time, and concentrate on the guys going for the guns and this fight should be over in a snap!
Now run around to the far side of the shaft and look up it, and you will see an open duct – or maybe it is closed that
depends on whether you have been here before and I have. Still get into that duct and you will end up in a room
with photos on the wall and a large blueprint. Scan these to solve the Riddle for this area. Good on ya mate!
Now drop back down and go to the door in the left corner and enter the Control Rom Access.
Here you will find the third Patient Interview tape for Killer Croc – so give that a listen, and then head to the other
end of this short corridor to enter Croc's Lair!
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Croc's Lair
After a few steps in you will get a CS in which Croc does you a favor – and after the CS ends your route is pretty
clear. Load the Line Launcher and head along the catwalk until it ends, then use the Launcher to cross to the other
side. Continue on until this one ends, and cross back right at the tunnel section you need to go down. You will
encounter a weakened floor section and get a CS in which you contact Oracle and tell her of your plan.
In the CS you tune the Batscanner – isn't that Beteriffic? - to target the mutant Titan spore scent, and then lay out a
triple dose of explosive gel – but that is for later so do not try to blow it, right? Now, you have a meter on the screen
that shows you the distance to the spore – which is good because you do not have a map for this area!
First and foremost – do NOT run. You are moving over a floating wooden walkway and if you run, Croc detects you
and kills you – and you start over. So, crouch, sneak, ninja-style. As you move along you will notice gates you have
to climb over, before you climb the first one, select the Batarang as your default tool – you will need it in a bit.
Just before the first spore, Croc catches your scent and bolts up from the water – target his face with the Batarang and
hit him to make him go away. Nice one! Now target the spore and hit it with your Batarang then collect it. Ah, but
this is not enough, so you have some more spore and some more Batarang-in-the-Croc-Face to do before this is
over. Do that than, right?
When you reach a key spore Croc destroys the nearby sections of walkway, so collect that spore and get ready for a
very strange escape! There are sections where you need to run – and the Run Button is prompted on the screen – but
there are also sections where you need to sneak – which are indicated by a caution symbol on the screen. You need
to pay attention to this because if you run when you are supposed to sneak, Croc kills you and you start the entire
escape sequence over from where you harvested the second from last spore!
Now make your run, it was left right left for me – and you end up at the final spore – which you collect and then get a
mini-CS with Oracle in which you announce you have what you came for and you activate the Sonic Batarang
Batsignal. Now lets get Batmoving Batman!
Run straight ahead and then turn right, then left at the next junction – you will need your Line Launcher almost
immediately but remember to switch BACK to the Batarang as you will have many encounters with Croc. Now
follow the signal on your screen – I took a left, had a long run, then another left, a short run, then a right. A bit down
there is another junction, turn right and then turn around and Batarang Croc's collar as he pops up again.
At the next very close junction take a left and climb the gate here, then continue on. I did get the music at this point,
but no Croc encounter, so go figure. Take your first left after the gate, then another left and a right and take Croc out
again.
The next run is pretty long, and you climb a gate then take the next right and then the next left, where Croc pops up
ahead of you – so Batarang his collar and then continue forward. And take a right and another right and you get a
mini-CS in which Croc starts destroying sections of walkway, so RUN ahead and turn left and keep running.
Basically this is the end of the fight/mission – you will be running towards the camera, which is awkward, but there is
only one way to go, so keep running and make the turns, then run through the tunnel. When you get past the
explosive gel trap – remember that? - turn and wait for Croc to get near it and then detonate it when he is on top of it
FTW.
You get a nice CS in which Croc plunges down, and then you get a new objective – go to the Batcave and create the
formula – as well as a new Achievement: 'Crocodile Tears' (50 GP). Check the map and you will see that the
Batcave is conveniently close. You also get your next upgrade – I chose the Armor Upgrade V4 to complete the
Armor Series.
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Now, turn right then use the Line Launcher to cross to the big gap here – equip your Batarang and kill the two
dancing teeth by the door – then exit into the Old Sewer.
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Old Sewer / Bat Cave
Ahead of you is a group of thugs – one armed, the rest unarmed.
This is a straight forward fight – just target the armed thug first and take him down so you do not have to worry about
being shot. Avoid the knife thug while you take the others down, and then stun him and take him down – easey
peasey!
You call Oracle after the fight and let her know where you are going, and now it is time to go there! Move ahead
and then zip up to the next level and move through the duct, drop down and move along the tunnel and you will
reach a door with a scanner – it scans you and you are admitted to The Batcave! How cool is that?
Run straight ahead and jump the gap, make a left up the stairs and you get a CS of you making the antidote. As you
are explaining the plan to Oracle, Ivy's plants invade the Batcave, and you do a nice ninja dance to avoid them.
Once they are settled in, you re-equip your Batbelt Batgear, including a new tool, the Ultra Batclaw – a device that
allows you to pull down weakened walls from a distance – now that will male collecting the rest of the trophies a
snap!
Now you need to head for Poison Ivy – but first you have to find a way out because the plants have blocked the ways
we know about. This is not a serious problem though, because we just got a new toy and they never give you a new
toy if you don't have a chance to use it right away, do they?
On the south wall of the Batcave there is a weakened wall that you can pull down – so do that, then Line Launch
across and look up – see the zip point? Well? Get up there! Head into the cave here and walk to the edge outside
for a nice CS that reveals the route you need to take. Get a good running jump 'and glide to the landing spot – just
glide between the two needle-like rocks and you will land okay – now notice the Trophy here and pick it up!
Zip up to the second step then climb the third and use your Line Launcher to bridge the gap, then head into the cave
here. There is a zip-point above and once you are up there, you can see there is some gliding in your future. Now,
you see the needle-like rock tower on the right? Mid-way down that is a ledge with a Riddler Trophy, so go ahead
and glide down and grab that for 200 XP and another challenge unlocked.
Now look SSE and you can Line Launch to the rock spire below where we just were and then zip up to the ledge.
Go back inside the cave and zip up two points and you will arrive at a ledge – look out to the NNW and you will
see the opening we want to Line Launch to. Do that then enter the cave and run through it to a perch over an area
we are already familiar with.
Do a running glide off of this ledge and land on the walkway below – now zip up to the shaft on the wall here and
move through the duct to the Old Sewer, turn left and make your way back to the stairs – kill the pod here then move
to the next one, dodge its spore balls and kill it. One more pod further down the hall so kill that, and then enter the
Main Sewer Junction.
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Main Sewer Junction
As you enter this area you get the Riddle: 'A puzzle has many sides, but only some are visible.'
As you move forward you notice that there is Titan in the sewers and call Oracle to check on that, and if you look
around you will see that this area also has thugs. Ahead and to the right is a pod to kill, then you can climb the wall
here and jump to the catwalk, then the next catwalk and kill another pod. Now run up the first fallen pillar, and
look left while you get more info from Oracle.
Jump across and reach the second fallen pillar, and head up, and at the top look to the left for a narrow ledge you
can climb and then shimmy around in order to pull yourself up to the next level. Climb again and notice the Riddler
Trophy here – pick that up and you get 200 XP and unlock Commissioner Gordon's Character Trophy! Now look
up – see the Riddle Mark? As before, line this up so that it makes the complete mark and then scan it to complete the
Riddle for this area.
Now drop down, crouch and climb down and shimmy and drop back down, and then head over to the next pod
and kill it. Turn around and look at the gap here across which there is a Riddler Trophy and a pod – we are not
going here yet :)
This is a little tricky and requires good timing, but there is a alcove ledge below the ledge across from you, directly
beneath that Trophy – you want to glide down onto that ledge then turn around and Line Launch to the alcove ledge
directly across from that and snag the Riddler Trophy here, get your 200 XP and unlock the Scarecrow's Character
Trophy. Now Line Launch back and jump the gap to the waterfall and run up the fallen pillar.
Retrace your steps until we get to the ledge where the shimmy point was where we went up to solve the riddle, then
Line Launch over the gap to the right of the pod, drop down and kill it, then go collect the Riddler Trophy nearby –
which will also unlock another challenge.
Now run past the dead pod and climb the wall at the end, climb again and then follow the route up to the highest
point to trigger the new objectives – now you know what you really need to do about the Titan in the water! Now
look north in the direction of the bad guys – there is a ledge you can Line Launch to there – so do that now.
Climb three times and run out on the ledge and up the ledge-ramp thing here. See that Trophy below and to your
right? Drop down and grab that, then glide back to the broken aqueduct and climb back up to where we just were
before we dropped down to get this Trophy.
Target the weakened wall with your Grapple and rip it down, then target the three Thugs here with your Grapple
and rip THEM down! Mahahahahaha! Take out the last Thug here and then look in Detective Mode at the
inspection panels. The water purity on this side of the valves is find, but you will find down a short corridor some
infected water in the pipes – and if you look to the right here you will find the fourth Patient Interview tape for Killer
Croc – grab that and give it a listen.
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Pressure Control Room
Head through the door and crouch – two enemy ahead, so load your Grapple, target them and fire – that will jerk
both off of their feet and disarm the gunman. Now walk up and beat them senseless at your leisure mate! Now
move along the corridor, killing the Dancing Teeth as you go – there are three of them, and then go through the
door. Was I you I would crouch down and hug the wall and flick on Detective Mode to check out the location of
the well-armed Thugs ahead.
Now you have probably figured this out, but I really like the Gargoyles :) Zip up to the zip-point above and then to a
Gargoyle and string up your first Thug, then immediately zip to the Gargoyle directly across from you and, if you
time it right, string up another Thug! Isn't this grand?!
The Thugs did something strange next – they split up leaving one of them isolated near me while the others went to
the far side of the room – cannot pass that up right? So I did a glide-kick and ground takedown, then zipped back to
the Garg and did a glide to the nearby grate (on the left when facing south from the northern Garg). I tore the grate
loose, went in and put down some explosive gel just as one of the Thugs was passing underneath – when I blew it it
stunned him so I dropped down and finished him off, then disappeared like a ghost into the duct above.
The last two I just did a double-Grapple pull to disarm and then took them down the usual way – how you do it may
be different, but hey, be creative mate! There are lots of places you can lay in ambush here! Another tactic you can
use – and re-use – is to wait for the strung up Thugs to stop kicking and then cut them down with your Batarang –
leaving the Garg free for stringing up yet another Thug! How cool is that?
When they are all at the far end, go ahead and Grapple the weakened wall to the north and pull it out, then grab the
Trophy there to save you some time as they are moving around to make it more convenient to kill them. Remember
we are not so much in the volume business as we are in the quality business – so make your kills in style! Start
pulling down the weakened wall nearby, climb up and scan the eleventh message from the Spirit of Arkham and
give it a listen.
Now head up the stairs on the lower east leg of the area and hack the bomb here to disable it and secure the area.
This will open the door to the west corridor, where there is a pair of Thugs – a regular and a Knife Thug. Go take
them out, then continue through the door – we are pretty much done here for now, so re-enter the Pressure Control
Junction and head for the center.
As you enter the west corridor kill the Dancing Teeth you encounter – there will again be three – then stop and
Grapple the weakened wall and pull it down. Jump up and grab the Riddler Trophy here, which should get you
your next upgrade – I chose the Twin Batarang as mine. Now drop back down and hit the door to the Pump Room.
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Pump Room
As you enter the room, turn on Detective Mode and check the locations for the Thugs, then arm your Line Launcher
and target directly ahead of you between the barrels across the gap. When you land, pick up the Patient Interview
tape – the final tape for Killer Croc! Give that a quick listen, and then take another look around.
This fight should not be a problem for you if you know the combo system well! Just Grapple three of the bad guys –
making sure one of the three is the one armed with the SMG so you disarm him in the process – then drop down and
kick some butt! There is a Knife Thug here – save him for last – and just combo your way through them, dodging as
needed and you will quickly win the day!
Now start hacking the control boxes here – and once you have them both disabled you have ruined Joker's plan to
poison Gotham City! You now get a new objective – stop Poison Ivy from destroying the Island!
As you head back through the Pressure Control Junction a box will drop with three Dancing Teeth – go ahead and
kill them now – and head to the main area – where all of the doors are blocked! Are you ready for a major boss
fight??
A Titan is behind that door – and he busts his way in with one thing on his tiny steroid riddled mind – killing YOU!
To make this even harder, wave after wave of Thugs start appearing – and not a few mind you, but a LOT. Your best
strategy here is to concentrate on avoiding the thugs or taking them down when you can, and quick-Bataranging the
Titan then doing the beat-down on him to stun him. Once he is stunned, jump on his back and use him to beat on
the thugs – and if you do this quickly and efficiently you will have very little trouble with the fight!
I picked up the Achievements: 'Freakshow Rodeo' (10 GP) and 'Freeflow Combo 20' (10 GP) here in rapid
succession, in the normal process of doing this battle.
You finish this with a move that would make Hulk Hogan proud, so pat yourself on the back, not bad at all. Go into
the door that the Titan broke out and look up – there is a weakened wall here, and when you pull it down and go up
you will find the 12th message of the Spirit of Arkham. Give that a listen and then look up the shaft for another
weakened wall – rip that out and zip up and then look out – there is a structural weakness on the lift counterweight –
so jump out and gel it, then jump back in to set off the gel, sending the lift plummeting down.
Look up and you see yet another weakened wall – you know what to do – so zip up there and head down this
corridor to the exit to Arkham West!
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Arkham West / East
As you enter this area you get the Riddle: “Does the Scarecrow's gas break down barriers as it drives you insane?”
Ahead of you is a weakened wall – pull it down, then walk to the edge and scan the area with Detective Mode to get
an idea of what you face below.
Glide down and take out the sniper in the tower – if you do it right you can literally glide down and fall right on top
of him. You get a mini-Ivy CS then, telling you that the Island belongs to her. If you look around there are quite a
few pods here as well, so let us take these out now.
When you reach the pod near the Gate to Arkham North, go through the gate – there is another pod to kill here –
then zip up to the ducts above and target the weakened wall – zipping up there and grabbing the Riddler Trophy
which unlocks yet another challenge.
After you take down the pods near the gate to Arkham East, zip up on the bean there and pull down the weakened
wall above, zip up and scan the pair of gas canisters to solve the Riddle for this area! Drop down and walk towards
the gate and look up to spot another weakened wall – pull that down and zip up there to grab another Riddler
Trophy and pick up the Achievement: 'Mental Athlete' for (20 GP).
Now drop down and head through the gate.
Take out the two pods ahead and you get your next upgrade – I chose the Triple Batarang myself. Now continue on
and zip over the locked gate, taking out the pod on the other side, and then rinse and repeat and head through the
gate into Arkham East.
Another warning from Ivy, more pods, and you are going to want to take out the snipers first. Move to where you can
zip up to the nearby guard tower and do that, then take out the sniper here with a ninja-kill. When the far sniper
looks away run along the catwalk to the guard control area at the end and loop around behind him out the other
end, sneak up and do another ninja-kill.
As we are right beside the entrance to the Botanical Gardens, you may as well zip up to the roof of the guard tower
we are in and then glide down to the door and enter.
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Botanical Gardens
Glasshouse Entrance Once inside take the alternate route to the left since the plant is blocking your way. Kill the pods you cannot avoid,
Work your way to the far door and exit.
Botanical Glasshouse Avoid the pods you feel you can, head to the right and zip up to the next level, then sneak to the door and exit.
Flooded Corridor You get a CS as you enter this area – Ivy really wants you mate! There is a trio of Dancing Teeth here – kill them to
complete the 20 Teeth challenge – then use your Line Launcher to bridge the gap to the right side of the pod. Once
you are on the other side, sneak over and kill the pod so you don't take a pod pellet to your back as you leave the
area.
Keep following the tentacle down the corridor until you reach the two possessed guards – and take them out. Back
on the tentacle – via your Line Launcher of course – and then enter the room Ivy is in.
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Arkham North / West
As the fireworks continue you will pick up your next upgrade – I chose the Sonic Batarang of course since I am
completing the Batarang upgrades.
Listen to Joker as he taunts you – I don't know, this guy has been losing all along and he still manages to maintain his
sense of humor...
Now glide directly west to the far building and use your Grapple to take out the weakened wall above, then zip up
and grab the Riddler Trophy here – the second from last for this area – that also unlocks the Titan Character Trophy!
Check your map – the last one is along the side of the Intensive Treatment building by the cave entrance – so go there
and on the way take out some Lunatics.
To get to the final Trophy for this area run along the side of the building and enter the cave entrance at the bottom –
not the one above, from which you can only SEE the Trophy. Head up until you come to the door, then turn around
and Grapple the weakened wall here – use your Line Launcher to get in and then grab that Trophy to unlock a Joker
Character Trophy as well as 200 XP!
Now head back out to North Arkham proper – all that is left here is the Dancing Teeth Riddle for killing 20 so keep
your eyes peeled for those, right?
Well we should now head for the gate to Arkham West – which as you know is locked, but there is the alternate
route on the right side of it – so head through now.
As you enter this area you will see a large number of enemy ahead – this should be interesting, yes?
As you approach the outside of the building, be aware that this is one of the places where hurry can cost you. The
four thugs standing outside MUST be killed BEFORE you go inside if you want the Party Pooper Achievement. Once
you go inside you cannot return outside, the door is locked – so if you fail to take out the four thugs before you enter,
you will not be getting that Achievement.
Inside you really have to use your combo skills to take out the thugs – it is a huge group. You do not actually have to
take them out though – they will happily cheer you on and leave you unharmed if you decide to walk through
without engaging them – the choice is yours. Either way – they are all dead or none are, you head through the door
ahead and get a CS with the Joker behind the glass of a visitors booth.
What he has, to put a fine point on it, is a bomb. That bomb is going to go off – you cannot stop it – and besides
since you are now in first-person view I am not sure you would want to, otherwise you would not get to see the
fuzzy images of your skinned knee and the ouchie on your hand!
You make your way through the wreckage and are confronted by The Joker – who in a long CS tells you in detail
how you ruined his plans. When this is finished, you have a fight on your hands, starting with Titans and Thugs, and
eventually a Titan Version of The Joker!
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Joker Fight
You already know how to take out Titans and what to do when there are Thugs around – in fact you should be pretty
good at taking down the Titans by now. You have a long CS to sit through before the fight begins – and when it
begins you are facing a pair of Titans and anywhere form five to seven Thugs, with more dropping into the ring from
above as you fight.
Your best strategy here is to try to keep some distance between you and the Titans while you beat on the Thugs – the
idea being you want to thin out their numbers to make your life a little easier. You do not actually have to kill them
to do this – if you combo them enough you can stun them – you will know they are stunned because they go down
with gold stars circling their heads. At that point they are out of action for as much as 30 seconds.
Try to keep the Titans in sight as you do this, and as soon as one or the other starts their run, do a Quick Batarang
move and then dodge out of the way but not far away. You want to be able to engage the Titan as quickly as
possible in the hopes of getting enough combo strikes in to stun him so you can get on his back. A word of caution –
these Titans are a little different than the ones we fought previously in that you do not get as much riding time on
them as you did on the others, so make it count!
You will very likely have taken out the Thugs with the Titans before a Titan goes down – and when one goes down it
does not mean he is out! When their health bar is depleted and they are down on their knees this is when you
MUST deliver the coup de grace to take them out completely. That is the acrobatic Hulk Hogan style move that
breaks their neck – fail to get to them and do that move, and they get up and get a big chunk of health restored,
making your job all that much harder.
After I took down the final Titan I got my next Upgrade – I chose the Sonic Shock Batarang since there were only two
left to choose and who knows, that might come in handy :) Certainly it will be more useful than the range extender
for your sequencer.
Once you take out the last Titan you will get another long CS in which Joker tries to shoot the Commissioner with
the Titan formula – and hist you! But you resist the change, making Big J very upset, and he knocks you around to
punish you. In the end you choose to use the one dose of the Titan antidote on yourself rather than on Joker – and
personally I think that was a good call. Now it is time to fight Titan Joker, while the Commissioner sits in a nearby
electrified chair being tortured – which should motivate you to try to end this thing quickly, right?
The Titan Joker is a little different – your strategy with him is going to be to dodge around and not get hit by him
until, after a certain point, he retreats to the level above you and summons his minions. A half dozen Thugs will
drop into the ring, and as you fight them bomb-boxes and some over-sized Dancing Teeth Bombs will also drop in.
The Bomb Boxes are simple – just stay away from them so that when they explode they do not damage you. If they
damage Thugs, all the better, just be sure that they do not hurt you. As for the large Dancing Teeth Bombs – those
you can use to your advantage – wait until they are near some of the Thugs then do a Quick Batarang attack to
detonate them! Be sure that you stay away from the walls that make up the cage – these are electrified and while it
does not always hurt you it does stun you, and a badly timed stun can get you seriously hurt by the Thugs!
After you take down all of the Thugs in the wave, Joker turns his back to you – I guess to look out at the helicopters.
At that point you target him with your Grappler and shoot him with it, pulling him down so he slams into the floor
and takes a little damage. You have a few seconds now to run over to him and tune up on him before he gets up –
so use that time wisely! Once he is up it is time for you to run away again and dodge some more – and then rinse
and repeat until you get through all the waves and pull him down three times.
During the second wave of Thugs a pair of Knife Thugs drops in – remember that you have to stun them with your
cape (B) first before you can combo or take them down with damage. These ones actually have two knives each,
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and they are pretty good at hurting you so be aware of that and try to take some of the regular Thugs down first to
make your life easier.
The third wave of Thugs includes one with a shock baton – you will need to snag and disarm him before you can
take him down. The last wave seemed to be the easiest to me, but that may be a perspective thing.
The last time you pull him down the fight – and story mode – are over. Good on ya mate! You beat the game! Well
done!
The closing CS is pretty cinematic, and you should pay attention to the radio broadcast that is sort of subdued in the
background – it may be a hint on the sequel? Your last line is “Stay safe Jim” and then the credits roll!
I picked up the Achievements: 'Big Bang' (50 GP) and 'Bigger Bang' (50 GP) there at the end because I was too
chicken to make my first run through on the hard setting. Your mileage may vary, but if you did decide to do this on
the hardest setting your first play through, well, kudos to you! The walkthrough will still be useful to you however
you may find the opponents to be a lot stiffer.
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The End?
It is not really all over for you now – remember all the collectibles, Riddles, and Dancing Teeth we did not get?
Luckily you can go through the game in free-play mode after you complete it, which gives you the opportunity to
pick up any of the Achievements/Trophies you did not get! There are also the Game Challenges that you select from
the main menu – and those have Achievements/Trophies connected to them as well.
As the credits end you get a final CS in which you see a crate of Titan floating in the bay, and Scarecrow's hand and
arm come out of the water to grab it. Personally I never saw Scarecrow as a worthy enemy, but if that CS is any
indication, he will be back in the sequel as well. The last new addition I should comment on is that upon
completing the story mode, the Armored Batsuit is unlocked for Challenge Mode play!
There is DLC available – and rumor has it that there is more to come, but I have also heard that all of the DLC will
basically be more Challenges and not new story content. I have to say that I really enjoyed playing this game – they
really did Batman justice in it. It is too bad that there will not be more story mode DLC, since it would have
certainly added to the fun!
Well that is it for this walkthrough – I hope you enjoyed it and found it useful. If you see me on Live, say hello!
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Riddles
There are a total of 51 Riddles to be solved.
---=== Arkham East ===--(1) Gotham's greatest family towers over the city.
Standing on the top ledge of the Clock Tower, look out over the Bay for a tall building with a 'W' on it - zoom in on
this and scan to solve this Riddle.
(2) My challenges appear to those with the correct position in life.
Looking down from the Clock Tower ledge you can see part of the question mark on the ledge, and the other part
between the two roofs far below - line these up and scan to solve this Riddle.
(3) The legacy of this island has been well and truly buried.
In the graveyard there is one grave that has been dug up and that has a wooden coffin in it - scan the coffin to solve
this Riddle.
---=== Arkham North ===--(4) Let's face it, there are two Dents on the wall.
Inside the guard bunker - the one you have to hack - is a set of posters that say 'Vote Dent' - scan these to solve this
Riddle.
(5) Now you see it, now you don't!
The wrecked building to the left of the gates is where you will solve this Riddle - walk to the arched doorway on the
ground floor and look up to see the two halves of the question mark. Line them up and scan.
(6) Tweedledum and Tweedledee SAW it, can you SEE it?
Near the gate to the outside there is a Teeter-Totter to the right - look at it and scan to solve this Riddle.
---=== Arkham West ===--(7) Do you see what I can see? No? Then maybe I am in a stronger position.
Head to the Penitentiary and climb the stairs to the upper balcony, and turn Detective Mode on. If you stand by the
railing near the middle you will spot the bottom of the question mark on top of one of the posts - and if you look
over the edge you will see the top on the ground below. Line them up and scan to solve this Riddle.
(8) Does Scarecrow gas break down barriers as it drives you insane?
As you are heading towards the Gate to Arkham East look up on the sheer wall to the left to find a weakened wall.
Pull that down and zip up to find a pair of large gas containers - scan them to solve this Riddle.
(9) Zsasz is counting on you finding his work.
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There is a secret room on the ledge above the entrance to the Penitentiary - hack the forcefield to gain access, then
scan the table with the three dead guards to solve this Riddle.
---=== Arkham Mansion ===--(10) A game of Cat and mouse can be painful.
There is a display case in the East Corridor that contains Catwoman's mask and gloves - scan this to solve the Riddle.
(11) Did Amadeus go mad, or was he just dizzy?
As you drop down from the duct in the North Corridor that leads to the blocked-off set of rooms you will note that
there are scratches on the floor of the cell. Scan these to solve the Riddle.
(12) How do you mask your feelings without losing control?
In Dr. Young's Office you will find a tribal mask on a frame on the wall - scan this to solve this Riddle.
(13) Isn't the Warden too old for a puppet show?
Inside the Warden's Office is a display case - scan the puppet in the case to solve this Riddle.
(14) It'll be a cold day in Hell when this Ghul rises again!
In the Morgue there is an open drawer with a body on it - scan it to solve this Riddle.
(15) Our records show that a Strange transfer was made in this room.
Inside the Records Room is a set of files - scan these to solve this Riddle.
(16) The fiendish puzzle literally appears out of thin air.
Look for the duct that leads to the Mysterious Stone, and looking out from there spot the two parts of the question
mark in the South Corridor. Align them and scan to solve this Riddle.
(17) What does a bird need in the rain?
In the South Corridor there is a display case with the Penguins hat and umbrella - scan these to solve this Riddle.
(18) Who is the main man in the main hall?
Along the Main Hall there is an alcove leading to the door to the South Corridor - on the left side is a large portrait of
Commissioner Gordon - scan this to solve the Riddle.
---=== Botanical Gardens ===--(19) Is the number up for these guards?
In the Glasshouse Entrance on the left path is a bench with two dead guards on it - scan the bench to solve this
Riddle.
(20) Is this a tribute to what a mad dog left behind?
In the Flooded Corridor you will encounter a headless status - scan the dedication plate on the base to solve this
Riddle.
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(21) Looks like all the king's horses trampled all the king's men.
Up the south hallway in the Flooded Corridor is a bench with action figures on it - scan them to solve this Riddle.
(22) Remember the Waynes? How could anyone forget?
On the wall of the Statue Corridor is a dedication plaque - scan this to solve this Riddle.
(23) The Ratcatcher needed more than just his charm to lead his army.
As you are moving through the duct in the Flooded Corridor (see that section of the walkthrough) you will pass over
a grill on the floor - look down into the grill to take a scan of the gas mask and gloves here to solve this Riddle.
(24) There's no closet in the Gardens, so someone is using the roof instead.
Follow the walkthrough to end up on the ledge by the grate - look left and down to spot the skeleton stuck in the
wall. Scan this to solve this Riddle.
(25) This challenge can only be seen by those with a different view on life.
Follow the walkthrough - this can be complicated to find - in the Abandoned Chamber there is a catwalk you have
to Batarang down. Two steps along it and you turn to your left and climb, shimmy around and climb on up, then
crouch and walk to the far end and look down. Lining this one up was a little tougher than the others. Scan the
question mark to solve this Riddle.
(26) What time is tea time in Wonderland?
As you enter the Botanical Glasshouse you will see a shelf covered by vines on the left - on the shelf is a teapot set.
Scan this to solve this Riddle.
---=== Caves ===--(27) A puzzle has many sides, but only some are visible.
As you move through the caves you reach a point where there is a shimmy-ledge that you can use to go around the
side of the pillar on the aqueduct. Climb up on the other side (there is a Trophy here) and look up to spot the
question mark. Line it up and scan it to solve this Riddle.
---=== Intensive Treatment ===--(28) A puzzle has many sides, but only some are visible.
Stand in the office in the center of the Intensive Treatment Lobby and look through the window on the west end where you will see the question mark. Now line that up with the bottom dot and scan to solve this Riddle!
(29) A top hat and tails is the only dress code for this party.
In the office in the Transfer Loop with the half-closed door there is a poster of The Penguin on the wall - stand in
front of that and scan it to solve this Riddle.
(30) Don't cut yourself on this Sharply observed portrait.
As you reach the last part of the area there is a narrow hall - on the wall on the right as you enter this hall is a portrait
of Warden Sharp - scan the portrait to solve this Riddle.
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(31) Dr. Jonathan Crane plans on elevating fear to new depths.
At the bottom of the lift shaft in Secure Transit you will find a duct that leads to a small cave-like room. In the room
is a set of blueprints on the wall - scan the blueprints to solve this Riddle.
(32) Even I was shocked when I saw how Maxie Zeus was treated!
In the southeast corner of the Patient Pacification Chamber is a cell with a weakened wall blocking it off - pull down
the wall and go inside and scan to solve this Riddle.
(33) Hook up with the relatives before you're transferred out of here.
As you enter the Cell Block Transfer area through the door on the right, to your right is a set of stairs blocked by a
security forcefield - hack the control box and go up the stairs. On the desk is a small framed photo - zoom in on it
and scan to solve this Riddle.
(34) Where would you find my home sweet home?
In the Holding Cells area, go into the northeast cell - the one in the upper right - and scan to solve this Riddle.
(35) You don't know Jack about Gotham. Tune in and find out.
On the lower hall at the top of the Utility Corridor you will find a small radio playing on a table - and despite the
retro environment the radio has a digital display that says "134.5 FM Gotham Radio Jack Ryder" which is a pretty
obvious clue, right? Zoom in and scan this to solve the Riddle.
---=== Medical Facility ===--(36) A question can only be answered from a new perspective. Don't you agree?
In the Sanatorium move to the west hall of the main area and look on the floor for a weakened panel - once you
blow this panel you will reveal the question mark - scan this to solve the Riddle.
(37) Are you going to take your hat off to Harley, Bats?
Go into the duct above the lift shaft in Secure Access and drop down into the hidden cell - scan the photos of Joker
on the wall to solve this Riddle.
(38) Is the generosity of our benefactors on the Wayne?
As you enter the Medical Facility look on the wall ahead where the corridor T's for a dedication plaque - scan this to
solve this Riddle
(39) Is this bear the Bane of his life?
As you enter the Experimental Chamber proper you will see a small stuffed bear on the table to your left. Zoom in
on the bear and scan it to solve this Riddle.
(40) Shhhhsshh! Rumors persist that Tommy Elliot operates in Arkham. Can it be true?
In the Surgery Room up the stairs behind the forcefield is an office with a whiteboard that has schedules written on it
- zoom in on the board and scan it to solve this Riddle.
(41) TICK! TOCK! News flash! Someone is not getting out of here alive!
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If you divide the Sanatorium into quadrants, the NW quadrant is where you want to be - right in the center of it on
the first level up is a cell with bars that has some skeletons in it - scan the scratched spot on the wall between the
two skeletons to solve this Riddle.
(42) Was this fire fly too hot off the press?
In the Patient Observation area on the upper right of the area is a small room that has a door marker on it - inside the
room is a locker with some newspapers taped to it - zoom in on the papers and scan then to solve this Riddle.
(43) What silent killer of the oceans can be found in a tiny jar?
In the Morgue is a small cart with glass specimen jars on it - zoom in on them and target the one that says Shark on it
and scan it to solve this Riddle.
---=== Penitentiary ===--(44) A case of mistaken identity?
At the back of the Security Room you will see a glass-sealed cell with a ghostly figure in it that is supposed to be
Aaron Cash - scan it to solve this Riddle.
(45) All alone in your cell? Why don't you break the ice with the most dangerous prisoners?
In Extreme Incarceration, after you have locked up Harley Quinn, walk over to the ice protruding from the floor of
the fight area and scan the cell beyond it to solve this Riddle.
(46) How do you reflect on your successes and failures, Batman?
On the right side of the Cell Access area is a set of bathrooms - enter the Women's room and move to the back wall,
where you will find a large mirror. Scan your reflection in the mirror to solve this Riddle.
(47) Prometheus, Arkham guards' most wanted and most hated.
In the Guard Room's Locker Room, scan the two newspapers taped to the locker to solve this Riddle.
(48) This room is the end of days for even the most celebrated killer.
As you enter the west side of the Main Cell Block the first cell on your right is littered with the pages of a desk
calendar - go inside and scan the floor to solve this Riddle.
(49) Two people, one voice, no gun?
In the Guard Station above the Main Cell Block is a case on the wall with a Thompson Machine Gun in it. Scan the
Thompson to solve this Riddle.
(50) What has four walls, two sides, and one ex-DA?
In the upper section of the Controlled Access Area is a cell with a Vote Dent poster - go in and scan the poster to
solve this Riddle.
(51) When is something right in front of you but still hidden from view?
In the door of the Guard Room, look up to spot the question mark - align its two halves and scan them to solve this
Riddle.
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Batman: Arkham Asylum Guide

Upgrades
There are a total of 20 Upgrades to be purchased – 6 Combo Upgrades, 4 Armor Upgrades, 6 Batarang Upgrades,
and 4 Tech Upgrades.
---=== Combo Upgrades ===--(1) Special Combo Throw
Allows Batman to perform an unblockable grab and throw after achieving a comb score of x8. Can be directed to
inflict damage on multiple targets. Batman can continue to chain attacks after a Special Combo move.
(2) Special Combo Takedown
Allows Batman to perform an unblockable instant Takedown after achieving a combo score of x8. Batman can
continue to chain attacks after a Special Combo.
(3) Special Combo Boost
Allows Special Combo Moves to be executed after achieving a combo score of x5 instead of x8.
(4) Combo Batarang
Powers up the Batarang during combos so that it can be used to knock down thugs.
(5) Critical Combo Strikes
Doubles the power of normal combo strikes when strikes are timed perfectly. Increases combo score by x2 for each
strike, allowing for quicker activation of Special Combo Moves.
(6) Inverted Takedown
Allows Batman to swoop down and grab assailants as they pass under gargoyles and leave them strung up
underneath.
---=== Armor Upgrades ===--(1) Armor Upgrade V1
Military grade spun para-aramid fibers molded into the Batsuit chest piece provide greater protection from attack.
(2) Armor Upgrade V2
Super lightweight nano-engineered polymer plating incorporated into the Batsuit creates a more resilient outer shell.
(3) Armor Upgrade V3
Ultra strong micro plating developed by WayneTech, layered between the regular armor and the undersuit.
(4) Armor Upgrade V4
Batsuit soaked in top secret prototype formula, developed by Lucius Fox at WayneTech. Durability is massively
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increased without additional weight while retaining full movement and flexibility.
---=== Batarang Upgrades ===--(1) Batarang Power
Upgrades the standard Batarang power, increasing the time an assailant stays down when hit.
(2) Twin Batarang
Allows two targets to be taken down simultaneously. Once thrown, requires a short period of time before it can be
used again. Also upgrades Combo Batarang.
(3) Triple Batarang
Allows three targets to to be taken out simultaneously. Once thrown, requires a short period of time before it can be
used again. Also upgrades Combo Batarang.
(4) Remote Control Batarang
Special Batarang that can be directly controlled by Batman after being released. Once thrown, requires a short
recharge period before it can be used again.
(5) Sonic Batarang
Tuned to resonate at the exact frequency of the nearest Arkham suicide collar, attracting that henchmen. Useful for
luring a target into a trap or away from an area of importance. Once thrown, requires a short recharge period before
it can be used again.
(6) Sonic Shock Batarang
Upgrade to the Sonic Batarang. Allows this to be detonated once thrown to overload the suicide collar of a nearby
henchmen, incapacitating him. However, the residual interference will stop any further Sonic Batarangs from being
effective in this location.
---=== Tech Upgrades ===--(1) Multiple Frequency Detonator
Allows selective detonation of Explosive Gel. Useful for advanced Takedown tactics.
(2) Auto Proximity Detonator
Upgrades the Explosive Gel to automatically detonate if nearby threat is detected. Temporarily incapacitates target.
(3) Cryptographic Range Amplifier
Increases the effective range of the Cryptographic Sequencer, allowing Batman to override out of reach Control
Points and open up access areas that would otherwise be inaccessible.
(4) Cryptographic Power Amplifier
Increases the power of the Cryptographic Sequencer, allowing easier deciphering of security systems.
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Batman: Arkham Asylum Guide

Collectibles
As you progress through the Walkthrough you will pick up a majority of the collectibles, but some we miss because
of the lack of proper kit at the time. As we progress we are picking up the Mystery Items: Riddle Map. These maps
show you the general area of the items that you have not obtained. Once you have completed the game, you are
allowed to free-roam through all of the areas, so use the maps to located the items you missed. Easy Peasey!
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Batman: Arkham Asylum Guide

Achievements
There are a total of 47 Achievements in Batman: Arkham Asylum – 32 Regular and 15 Secret. They are listed here in
alphabetical order – and a special note on the Trophy Achievements: you will NOT be able to obtain these on the
Story Mode run-through because some of them are in places you cannot get to in Story Mode or require skill
upgrades you will not have during your Story Mode play. No worries about them, you can go back through in Free
Play and collect them.
-=-= REGULAR ACHIEVEMENTS =-=Arkham Analyst (20 GP) - Solve 5% of Riddler challenges
Big Bang (50 GP) - Complete story mode on Easy difficulty
Bigger Bang (50 GP) - Complete story mode on Normal difficulty
Biggest Bang (50 GP) - Complete story mode on Hard difficulty
Catch! (5 GP) - Catch a Batarang (any play mode)
Conundrum Cracker (20 GP) - Solve 55% of Riddler challenges
Crack The E Nigma (20 GP) - Solve every riddle on the island
Cryptic Investigator (20 GP) - Solve 10% of Riddler challenges
Flawless Freeflow Fighter (10 GP) - Complete one combat challenge without taking damage
Freakshow Rodeo (10 GP) - Ride a beast and unleash its power
Freeflow Bronze (10 GP) - Achieve 8 medals on combat challenges
Freeflow Combo 5 (5 GP) - Complete a combo of 5 moves (any play mode)
Freeflow Combo 10 (5 GP) - Complete a combo of 10 moves (any play mode)
Freeflow Combo 20 (10 GP) - Complete a combo of 20 moves (any play mode)
Freeflow Combo 40 (10 GP) - Complete a combo of 40 moves (any play mode)
Freeflow Gold (50 GP) - Achieve 24 medals on combat challenges
Freeflow Perfection (10 GP) - Perform a perfect combo including all of Batman's combat moves (any play mode)
Freeflow Silver (25 GP) - Achieve 16 medals on combat challenges
Invisible Predator (10 GP) - Complete one predator challenge by using only Silent Takedowns and without being
detected
Lateral Thinker (20 GP) - Solve 25% of Riddler challenges
Mano-A-Mano (10 GP) - Take on a beast in hand to hand combat
Mental Athlete (20 GP) - Solve 70% of Riddler challenges
Mystery Solver (20 GP) - Solve 40% of Riddler challenges
Night Glider (5 GP) - Glide continuously for over 100m
Party Pooper (10 GP) - Time to break up this party
Perfect Knight (75 GP) - 100% Complete
Predator Bronze (10 GP) - Achieve 8 medals on predator challenges
Predator Gold (50 GP) - Achieve 24 medals on predator challenges
Predator Silver (25 GP) - Achieve 16 medals on predator challenges
Riddle Resolver (20 GP) - Solve 85% of Riddler challenges
Rope-A-Dope-A-Dope (10 GP) - String up one henchman and drop him to surprise a second (any play mode)
World's Greatest Detective (20 GP) - Solve Arkham's biggest mystery
-=-= SECRET ACHIEVEMENTS =-=Baneful Payback (25 GP) - Defeat Bane
Born Free (10 GP) - Escape from Intensive Treatment to the island surface
Breaking And Entering (10 GP) - Gain access to Arkham Mansion after it is locked down by the Joker
Crocodile Tears (50 GP) - Venture into Killer Croc's lair and come out alive
Daydreamer (10 GP) - Survive the nightmare of the Scarecrow's fear gas
Double Trouble (25 GP) - Defeat two Titan Henchmen at once
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Leave No Man Behind (10 GP) - Rescue the guards and henchman from the Joker toxin in Decontamination
Just What The Doctors Ordered (10 GP) - Save all the doctors in Medical
Malpractice Needs More Practice (10 GP) - Survive the onslaught from the deformed Joker henchman
Poisoned Ivy (50 GP) - Defeat the giant Titan Ivy plant
Recurring Nightmare (10 GP) - Face your biggest fears and keep your sanity
Resist The Fear (50 GP) - Conquer the effects of the Scarecrow's fear gas
Shocking Rescue (10 GP) - Take down Zsasz in the Patient Pacification Chamber
Solitary Confinement (25 GP) - Capture and lock up Harley Quinn
Zsasz Cut Down To Size (10 GP) - Save Dr. Young from being killed by Victor Zsasz
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